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Abstract 
 
Changsha Kiln is a famous ceramic kiln in Wangcheng district, Changsha, 
China. With the excavation of ancient Changsha Kiln products and 
decades of academic researches, the significant value of Changsha Kiln 
ceramics has been widely recognized. Nowadays, owing to 
modernization, Changsha Kiln ceramic culture has gradually declined. 
Various stakeholders have been trying their utmost to change this 
situation. Yet, this process has seen more problems than some real 
progress. It is imperative to provide guidance for various stakeholders on 
the direction of restoring authentic Changsha Kiln ceramic culture. 
Against this social background, this paper tries to validate the value of 
Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts, aiming to explore approaches to 
revitalizing Changsha Kiln ceramic culture in the contemporary age. The 
author analyzes the following five aspects of Changsha Kiln ceramic 
culture: (1) the Characteristics of Changsha Kiln ceramics; (2) thought 
expression of the ordinary people through ceramic poetry; (3) ceramic 
reusing for building and landscaping; (4) ceramics‐related food culture; 
and (5) ceramics-related events. These five aspects reflect the essence of 
Changsha Kiln ceramic culture. Analysis (1) mainly deals with the 
aesthetic value of Changsha Kiln products during its peak time while 
analyses (2) (3) (4) and (5) probe into ceramics-related living. Based on 
the aforementioned analyses, the significant values of Changsha Kiln 
ceramics as folk crafts have been persuasively validated. Bearing the 
concluding remarks above in mind, great importance should be attached 
to the folk attribute of Changsha Kiln ceramics during the process of 
restoring and revitalizing ceramic culture in the contemporary age. 
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概 要 
 
中国湖南省長沙市旺城にある長沙窯は、近年、古代長沙窯の発掘が
進むにつれ、その内包する民芸的価値の再発見が議論されはじめた。
現 在、唐時代の最盛期に優れた長沙窯陶磁器を産出した陶器産地
において近代化、工業化、政治体制の変遷の中でその本来のあるべ
き姿を 失ってしまった真の長沙窯文化を見出すことは難しい。そ
のような現状に対し、陶工、自治体関係者などは、その陶磁器文化
の復活の方向 性の明確化、地域資源としての「遺跡」の活用など
に関する指針導出の必要性を強く感じている。このような背景を考
慮し、本論文は、民 芸品としての長沙窯陶磁器の価値を検証し、
将来の長沙窯陶磁器文化復興の一助とすることを目的とした。具体
的に、民芸としての長沙窯 の審美学価値と陶磁器にかかわる生活
文化に関する側面を以下の５つの領域において分析した：（１）長
砂窯産品の審美学価値；（２）庶 民の感情表現媒介としての長沙窯
陶磁器に書かれた詩；（３）構造物景観創造に関する陶磁器再利用； 
（４）陶磁器に関する食文化；（５）陶磁器に関する祭り。結論と
して、長沙窯陶磁器文化の本質はこれらの５つ領域において深く検
証・ 分析され、民芸としての長沙窯陶磁器の価値は多岐にわたる
分野で、確認された。本論文は、長沙窯陶磁器文化を復興する一つ
  vi 
の指針を提供する興味深い研究であり、これらは今後の長沙窯の適
切な復興に寄与できると思われる。 
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1 Research Background 
1.1 Changsha Kiln Ceramics 
Changsha Kiln is a famous ceramic kiln in Wangcheng District, the City 
of Changsha, China. With its characteristic under-glazed polychrome 
painting technology, poetical and calligraphic decoration as well as its 
creative design styles catering for overseas markets, Changsha Kiln 
reached its peak in Tang Dynasty (618~907AD). Changsha Kiln 
overturned the predominance of the white porcelain kiln groups in 
northern China and the celadon kiln groups in the south during its heyday. 
With the excavation and discovery of ancient Changsha Kiln products 
and decades of academic researches, the significant value of Changsha 
Kiln ceramics with glorious past has been widely recognized. 
Nowadays, ceramic culture in Changsha Kiln region has been 
ever-declining. Most of the local ceramic factories or family workshops 
producing daily items have gone bankrupt. Instead, private family 
workshops producing artistic ceramics have been prospering.  
1.2 Preceding Researches   
Preceding researches on Changsha Kiln ceramics mainly focus on two 
aspects: 
Firstly, the history of ancient Changsha Kiln ceramics, including their 
origin, development, decline, international trade, interaction with other 
kilns and so forth. For instance, Li Zhiyan’s A Comparison between 
Qiong Kiln and Changsha Kiln and Wang Wenqiang’s Changsha kiln 
and the Kilns in Northern China explore the interaction between 
Changsha Kiln and other kilns. Li Jianmao’s The Rise and Fall of 
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Changsha Kiln seeks to identify Changsha kiln’s origin, development and 
decline. Michael Flecker’s A Ninth‐Century AD Arab or Indian 
Shipwreck in Indonesia‐First Evidence for Direct Trade with China and 
Japanese scholar Miyoshi Jyonan’s The Historical Significance of the 
Tang Dynasty Porcelain Excavated in North Korea demonstrate how 
Changsha Kiln interacted with the rest of the world. 
Secondly, the artistic values of ancient Changsha Kiln ceramics, 
including their unique patterns, techniques, uses and so forth. Kong 
Liuqiong’s The Paintings on Changsha Kiln Porcelain describes the 
characteristics of the paintings on Changsha Kiln products. Xiao Xiang’s 
The Abandon Child of Tang Dynasty explores the poetry on Changsha 
Kiln products. Li Jianmao’s Changsha Kiln and the Wine and Tea 
Culture in Tang Dynasty discusses the uses of Changsha Kiln products. 
1.3 Social Issues  
1.3.1 Top Social Issues 
Modernization, characterized by urbanization and globalization, has seen 
the collapse of traditional communities, such as the extravagance and 
waste-the blind pursuit of sophisticated and materialistic life, 
disappearance of regional identity and traditional culture, the declining 
hometown attachment and pride, the loss of the sense of happiness and so 
forth. We humans are materially wealthier yet spiritually poorer than ever 
before. It is urgent and imperative for us to reflect the model of our 
development now.  
 
1.3.2 Current Social Issues 
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Owing to modernization, Changsha Kiln ceramic culture has been 
declining at an unprecedented speed. Various stakeholders, including 
local government, craftsmen, ceramic experts as well as academic 
scholars, have been trying their utmost to change this situation. Yet, this 
process has seen more problems than some real progress. 
Local craftsmen are bewildered by modernization and at a loss to make 
appropriate ceramic products. Some craftsmen are blindly copying the 
antique products of the peak time; some are producing featureless 
ceramic artworks, which are lack of regional uniqueness and ubiquitous 
in today’s China. In many cases, they buy ceramic material and tools 
from other places and make Changsha Kiln region only a production base. 
In one word, their ceramic works have lost local identity and become 
increasingly divorced from daily life.  
Ceramic experts and scholars are merely focusing on ceramic products 
(objects) themselves, such as their artistic values and history, ignoring the 
living related to these ceramic products. 
Moreover, in order to boost local tourism, local government has been 
conducting many superficial construction projects (hardware 
construction), such as the building of the Changsha Kiln Relic Park and 
Tourist Attraction Construction Project based on the so‐called Changsha 
Kiln ceramic culture. 
 
Undoubtedly, the aforementioned efforts of various stakeholders have 
played a part in promoting local ceramic culture to some extent. However, 
they are going the wrong direction in terms of revitalizing Changsha Kiln 
ceramic culture in the long run.  
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1.4 Folk Craft 
It is initially imperative to define the term folk craft in this dissertation. 
Generally, crafts can fall into three categories: (1) noble crafts, referring 
to those luxuries exclusively created for the upper class; (2) artist crafts, 
referring to those characteristic ceramic works, which are created by 
famous individual artists and reflect their individual taste; (3) folk crafts, 
indicating those daily items widely used in the everyday life of ordinary 
people.  
The significant value of folk crafts, the last category, was firstly 
discovered by Yanagi Soetsu[1]. Against the social issues confronting 
Changsha Kiln ceramics as mentioned earlier, this dissertation draws 
inspiration from the Folk Craft Movement formally advocated in the 
1920s by Yanagi, in which people discovered enormous beauty in those 
ordinary objects created by unknown craftsmen and widely used in 
everyday life. He claims that the uniqueness of a nation manifests directly 
in objects for everyday use and that regional or national uniqueness 
appears noticeably in folk crafts. This notion can be translated into an 
awareness of the values of folk crafts, which are the very strength to 
support the uniqueness of a region or country. 
 
2 Research Objective, Approach and Methods  
2.1 Research Objective 
As previously mentioned, modernization has seen the collapse of 
traditional of traditional community (the top issue). The declining 
Changsha Kiln ceramic culture (the immediate issue) is partly responsible 
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for the top issue. Thus, it is imperative to revitalize Changsha Kiln 
ceramic culture in the contemporary age. Various stakeholders are trying 
to achieve this purpose. Yet the process has seen more problems than 
some real progress, such as not knowing the direction of product 
development, lack of research on ceramics-related living, superficial 
construction projects and not knowing the key elements of Changsha Kiln 
culture. The key point to achieve the aim is to know the essence of 
Changsha Kiln Culture. That is why the research objective of this 
dissertation has been set, namely, to validate the value of Changsha Kiln 
Ceramics as folk crafts. Achieving this paper objective will go a long way 
towards solving the aforementioned social issues. Figure 1-1 shows the 
structured analysis of the social issues and paper objective. 
 
Figure 1-1 The Structured Analysis of the Social Issues and Research Objective 
2.2 Research Approach 
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Totally different from the preceding researches mentioned above on 
Changsha Kiln ceramics, which merely focus on ‘ceramics’ themselves‐
their history and artistic characteristics, this dissertation innovatively 
deals with the living culture related to Changsha Kiln ceramics. “The 
preservation and revitalization of any intangible cultural heritage should 
essentially be a process of promoting an indigenous living culture rather 
than merely superficially preserving and restoring a technique.” [2] 
In order to achieve the aforementioned research objective‐to validate the 
value of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk craft, the author will explore (1) 
the product characteristics of Changsha Kiln throughout its history, (2) 
thought expression of the ordinary people through ceramic poetry; (3) 
ceramic reusing for building and landscaping; (4) ceramics‐related food 
culture; and (5) ceramics-related festivals. Section (1) mainly deals with 
the aesthetic value of Changsha Kiln during its peak time and section (2) 
(3)(4) and (5) probe into ceramics-related living. Although these four 
aspects of life are not typical ceramics-related living and not directly 
related to the original ceramic functions, they definitely reflect the 
essence, or uniqueness of the ceramic culture in Changsha Kiln region. 
Actually, there are no big differences between the functions of the 
ceramic products in different ceramic‐producing regions. Yet the chosen 
four aspects of ceramics‐related living are the essential elements of 
Changsha Kiln ceramic culture, which make it different from others. 
Figure 1-2 demonstrates the research objective and approach. 
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Figure 1-2 Research Objective and Approach 
2.3 Research Methods 
The research methods of this dissertation include a literature review and 
field survey lasting for three years (February 2009‐February 2012)[3]. 
Chapter 2 and 3 are mainly based on a literature review. Chapter 4, 5 and 
6 are generally based on the outcome of the field survey. The site 
investigation, questionnaire collection, and interviews are the main tools 
of data collection. Upon completion of the field survey, the “confirming 
the past and ruminating the future” concept is applied as a main 
methodological base. KJ method [4] is a supplementary tool for 
clustering the common attributes of Changsha kiln ceramics and 
structuring the related social issues. The entire process induces the 
generally acceptable proposition and constitutes the basis of determining 
the future direction of Changsha kiln’s restoration. Figure 1-3 shows the 
definition of targeted research area-Changsha Kiln region, which covers 
two areas: (1) the site of ancient Changsha Kiln relics, namely, the place 
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of excavation of Changsha Kiln ceramics, and (2) the place where field 
survey was conducted and where ceramic craftsmen’s workshops are 
located. 
 
Figure 1-3 Targeted Research Area 
2.4 Expected Results 
This paper is expected to validate the folk attribute of Changsha Kiln 
ceramics (namely, the folk attribute determines the uniqueness of 
Changsha Kiln ceramics) and their significant value as folk crafts, which 
will provide guidance on how to revitalize Changsha Kiln ceramic culture 
in the contemporary age. Thus, the targeted readers of this paper will be 
all the stakeholders relevant to Changsha Kiln ceramics, who want to 
know the essence and uniqueness of Changsha Kiln ceramic culture and 
how to utilize these essential elements to promote regional development. 
They can be academic scholars, governmental officials, ceramic experts, 
local craftsmen and even the ordinary local residents. 
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3 Dissertation Outline 
This dissertation consists of 7 chapters all together.  
Chapter 2, followed by this Chapter, explores the product characteristics 
of Changsha Kiln throughout its history. Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6 explore 
four aspects of the ceramics‐related living in Changsha Kiln region 
respectively. Specifically, chapter 3 discusses ceramic poems reflecting 
ordinary people’s thoughts and life feelings; chapter 4 probes into the 
phenomenon that local residents reuse ceramic materials for building and 
landscaping; chapter 5 investigates ceramics‐related food culture and 
chapter 6 touches upon local ceramics‐related festivals or events. Chapter 
7 draws overall conclusions based on the previous analyses.   
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Notes and References 
 
[1]  anagi S etsu  March 21, 1889 ‐ May 3, 1961), also known as Yanagi Muneyoshi, 
advocated the Folk Craft Movement, or Mingei Movement in Japan and that is the 
reason why he is also addressed as Japanese William Morris who launched The Arts 
and Crafts Movement‐ an international design movement that flourished between 
1860 and 1910. Yanagi Soetsu claims that the uniqueness of a nation manifests 
directly in objects for everyday use and that regional or national uniqueness appears 
noticeably in folk crafts. This notion can be translated into an awareness of the value 
of folk crafts, which are the very strength to support the uniqueness of a region or 
country in an environment of globalization and westernization. 
 
[2] Liu Xicheng. The Theory and Practice of Preserving Intangible Cultural Heritage. 
Xueyuan Publishing House:Beijing, 2009; 23‐55 
 
[3] The six field surveys were conducted respectively on: February 10th~February 
21th, 2009; August 21~September 7th, 2010; September 18th~September 25th; 
March 5th~March 21th, 2011;April1th~ April 15th, 2011;February 5th ~February 
13th,2012  
[4] The KJ method, also referred to as the affinity diagram, was devised by Jiro 
Kawakita-a Japanese cultural anthropologist-in the 1960s. During the KJ method 
analysis, people try to write on cards as many thoughts concerning a certain topic as 
possible. Then, all the cards are shuffled, spread out and read carefully. Next, closely 
related cards are grouped together and for each group an apt title is created. Lastly, 
correlations between all these groups are carefully analyzed and conclusions are 
drawn afterwards.
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1 A History of Changsha Kiln 
1.1 Archeological Evidences 
Changsha Kiln region is a famous ceramic producing region in 
Wangcheng district, Changsha, China. In spite of its great contribution to 
the ceramic development in China, Changsha Kiln has never been 
explicitly recorded in any historical documents, and had remained 
unknown to the world until the 1950s when its ancient relics were 
discovered and large numbers of its products have been excavated 
afterwards. Thus, the origin of many ceramic wares excavated in other 
countries around the world can be traced back to Changsha Kiln region. 
Especially, as shown in Figure 2-1, a ninth-century Arabic shipwreck 
(named Black Stone) in the sea area of Indonesia was discovered in 1998, 
on which there were some 50,000 of well-preserved Changsha kiln 
ceramic products[1]. The number of Changsha Kiln ceramics discovered 
on the shipwreck has far exceeded the total number of the products 
excavated in the Changsha Kiln relics and other places around the world. 
The excavation and discovery enticed the attention of the academic circle, 
whereby a large number of research papers were published. After decades 
of academic studies, the enormous values of the Changsha kiln ceramic 
with glorious past have been fully recognized, which have shocked the 
world. The history of Changsha Kiln has become clear through the 
analysis of the unearthed products.   
 
Figure 2-1 Discovered Products on the Shipwreck-Black Stone  
Source: Li Binghui. Changsha Kiln (Summary Volume). 2004 
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1.2 A Brief History of the Product Transition 
 According to a book in 
Figure 2-2[2], from the 
primitive age, people living 
by the Xiang River, a 
well-known river flowing 
through Changsha Kiln 
region, began to make 
pottery, led by Shun, who 
was later worshiped as the 
Kiln God by local residents 
in Changsha Kiln region[3]. It is highly possible that the region 
mentioned in this book refers to Changsha Kiln region.  
 
Based on the archeological evidences, Changsha Kiln has gone through 
four significant development phases till now: the celadon period, 
polychromatic period, transition period and pottery period, as 
demonstrated in Table 2-1.  
 
Before the mid-late 8th century, Changsha Kiln mainly produced celadon 
porcelain just as many other synchronous ceramic kilns in southern China 
did[4]. It mainly produced small-sized celadon porcelain products, such 
as bottles, plates, bowls, jars and pitchers. 
 
Changsha Kiln reached its peak in the late Tang 
Dynasty(618A.D.-907A.D.) and gradually declined in the Five Dynasties 
(907A.D.-960A.D.), as Figure 2-3 demonstrates.  
 
Figure 2-2 The Beginning of The Ceramic Production  
Along the Xiang River 
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Figure 2-3 The Peak Time of Changsha Kiln 
 
Table 2-1 The Development Phases of Changsha Kiln 
 
The 
Development 
Phases 
Dynasties Product Scope 
Celadon Period 
(青磁期) 
The Eastern Han Dynasty (東漢, 25-220) 
Small-sized celadon porcelain products, 
such as bottles, plates, bowls, jars and 
pitchers 
The Three Kingdoms Dynasty (三国, 220-265) 
Jin Dynasty (晋, 265-420) 
Sui Dynasty (隋, 581-618) 
Tang Dynasty (唐, 618-907) 
Polychromatic  
Period  
(多彩磁期) 
Tang Dynasty (唐, 618-907) 
 
Small-sized daily porcelain products with 
polychromatic paintings, such as bottles, 
plates, bowls, jars and pitchers 
The Five Dynasties (五代, 907-960) 
Transition 
Period 
(過渡期) 
Song （宋, 960-1279） Small-sized daily porcelain products with 
polychromatic paintings (large area of 
pink paintings), such as bottles, plates, 
bowls, jars and pitchers 
Yuan （元, 1271-1368 ） 
Pottery Period 
(陶器期) 
Ming(明, 1368－1644) 
Large-sized heavy-duty pottery products, 
such as large vats, jars, ceramic tiles, 
sculptures and pipes 
Qing（清,1644-1912） 
The Republic of China （民国,1912-1949） 
The People’s Republic of China (中華人民共和国, 
1949-?) 
 
With its characteristic under-glazed polychrome painting technology, 
poetical and calligraphic decoration as well as its creative design styles 
catering for overseas markets, Changsha Kiln overturned the 
predominance of white porcelain kiln groups in northern China and 
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celadon kiln groups in southern China [5], as shown in Figure 2-4.  
 
Figure 2-4 The Position of Changsha Kiln 
Changsha Kiln surpassed other kilns and became the No. 1 ceramic 
exporter during its heyday[6]. Changsha Kiln ceramic products were 
exported to more than 20 Asian and African countries, including Korean 
Peninsula, Japan, Viet Nam, Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines, 
Pakistan, Iran, Oman, Qatar, Iraq, Yemen, The United Arab Emirates, 
Jordan, Egypt, Kenya, Tanzania, and so forth, as is shown in Figure 2-5.  
 
Figure 2-5 The Exportation Routes of the Peak Time Changsha Kiln 
Source: Li Binghui. Changsha Kiln (Summary Volume). 2004 
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China during the Tang Dynasty enjoyed a highly affluent economy. As 
one of the most powerful countries around the world at that time, China 
was highly open to the outside world and communicated frequently with 
other countries in culture and commerce, especially the Islamic world in 
the Middle East. Many businessmen resided in China and became great 
admirers of Chinese ceramics. They played a significant part in spreading 
Chinese ceramics to their home countries. Against this background, 
Changsha Kiln creatively produced ceramic products with special exotic 
design style to meet the demands of foreign markets. For example, on 
Changsha kiln porcelain products can the following be found: Islamic 
dancing figures, typical Islamic plants such as palm trees, and religious 
slogans such as “Allah is great”. 
 
Archeological evidences 
show that Changsha Kiln 
changed its product 
categories after its peak time. 
After the transition period in 
Song Dynasty and Yuan 
Dynasty, Changsha Kiln 
began to produce large-sized, 
durable pottery products for 
daily and architectural uses, 
such as large vats, tiles and pipes. The reason is probably that compared 
to other regions, the clay in this region is of low quality and thus not 
suitable for producing porcelain products. Yet it is of high strength and 
plasticity, and highly suitable for making large-sized pottery products. 
The tradition of producing heavy-duty products has continued through 
Figure 2-6 The Vats on a Local Wharf in the 1960s 
Source: Liu Tiezhu. A History of Tongguan 
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Ming Dynasty, Qing Dynasty, the Republic of China and till the People’s 
Republic of China. Figure 2-6 shows ceramic vats ready for 
transportation on a local wharf in the 1960s. Figure 2-7 shows the product 
categories in the 1980s, including large vats, jars, stoves, pitchers, 
mortars, pottery tiles, pottery pipes, plates, bowls and so forth. 
 
Figure 2-7 The Product Categories in the 1980s 
Unlike small items, large items are mainly hand-made in order to prevent 
deformation during firing even today when modern tools are highly 
available.  
 
Ceramic factories have gone bankrupt one after another and private 
family workshops have been prospering since the beginning of the 21
st
 
century. There have been 10 ceramic workshops or so now. These 
workshops have been mainly producing artistic ceramics. Several 
craftsmen are imitating Changsha Kiln products in its peak time. The 
representative figure of this type is Hu Wuqiang. Some craftsmen are 
creating artistic works. As shown in Figure 2-8, the most recognized 
craftsman of this type is Yong Qilin, who makes ceramic sculpture of 
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Chairman Mao Zedong-the founder of new P.R. China in 1949. 
   
Figure 2-8 Yong Qilin and His Artistic Works 
The large majority of local craftsmen are blindly making or copying 
ceramic artworks, which are very similar to those in other places. 
Regional uniqueness can seldom be found in these products, whether they 
are made from local materials or the materials bought from other places, 
as demonstrated in Figure 2-9. 
 
Figure 2-9 Ceramic Artworks Lack of Regional Characteristics 
1.3 The Transition of Work Relationships 
Before the foundation of P.R.China in the mid-20
th
 century, the ceramic 
production in this region had been mainly based on family workshops. As 
shown in Figure 2-10 from left to right, on the handle of one ceramic 
pitcher was inscribed two Chinese Characters meaning the superior 
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Zhang (Zhang is one 
common Chinese family 
name); on the handle of one 
pitcher were inscribed four 
characters, which means A 
Pitcher Made by Zhao (Zhao 
is another common family 
name); on the handle of 
another were three Chinese 
characters, meaning A 
Pitcher Made by Zhang. Moreover, archeological excavation showed that 
ceramic products with different family signatures could be found in the 
same dragon kiln. This phenomenon indicates that different family 
workshops sometimes shared a kiln in order to reduce production cost 
and risk[7]. Since the foundation of P.R. China in 1949, the production 
situation has changed, as demonstrated in Figure 2-11.  
 
 
Figure 2-11 The Transition of the Work Relationship 
 
Under the guidance of the government, private workshops began to 
combine together, forming over 10 cooperatives. In general, different 
cooperatives produced different products, and each Cooperative was 
 
張上 趙家注子 張注子 
Figure 2-10 Products with Family Names 
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owned by all its members. Within each cooperative, there was also strict 
division of labors. Later, the cooperatives turned into enterprises owned 
by local government, and then the enterprises turned back to cooperatives 
again. The situation repeated for several times. Finally, ceramic 
enterprises owned by local government remained. At this time, almost all 
the residents here were engaged in ceramic jobs. In the middle of 1990s, 
the ceramic enterprises here went bankrupt in succession owing to 
modernization. Moreover, modern electric appliances have gradually 
come to the daily life of common people.  Bankrupt state-owned 
enterprises became private-owned ones, which gradually became 
bankrupt again during the first ten years of 21 century. Against this 
background, many ceramic workers chose to go to Foshan, Chaozhou, etc 
(cities mainly in Guangdong province) to hunt jobs. Meanwhile, most 
local residents quitted ceramic jobs, and began to work in other 
professions. During the economic recession in the 21
st
 century, migrant 
ceramic craftsmen returned hometown to set up ceramic workshops. 
Many factories of bankrupt Companies have been transformed into 
ceramic workshops. 
Table 2-2 Product Types of Excavated Changsha Kiln Products (till 1983) 
Source: Li Binghui. Changsha Kiln (Summary Volume)， 2004 
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2 The Beauty of Changsha Kiln Ceramics in Peak Time 
After reviewing the history of Changsha Kiln, it can be found that the 
polychromatic period, or the peak time, represents the highest 
achievements of Changsha Kiln. Thus, analyzing the characteristics of 
Changsha Kiln during this time will go a long way towards revitalizing 
Changsha Kiln ceramic culture nowadays.  
 
During its prime time, owing to the rising tea culture and wine culture 
among all social classes, Changsha Kiln mainly produced ceramic wares 
for drinking tea and wine. Before Tang Dynasty, tea had been consumed 
mainly for medical purposes by the upper class. In Tang Dynasty, 
however, tea became widely consumed by all social classes as a beverage. 
Meanwhile, the practice of drinking wine also became popular among all 
classes at that time[8].  
 
Changsha Kiln mainly targeted ordinary people during its peak time and 
its products exhibited enormous beauty totally different from other 
high-end porcelain products, such as white porcelain produced by the 
kilns in northern China and celadon porcelain produced in southern China. 
Its beauty can be summarized as follows: 
 
2.1 The Beauty of Chromatic Paintings 
The clay in Changsha Kiln region was not of high quality, and thus 
Changsha Kiln would have been in the inferior position during the 
competition with other refined porcelain producers, such as the white 
porcelain kilns (represented by Xing Kiln and Ding Kiln) in northern 
China, and celadon porcelain kilns (represented by Yue Kiln) in the south. 
However, Changsha kiln unexpectedly stood out from the fierce 
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competition by inventing the under-glazed polychrome painting 
technology, as shown in Figure 2-12.  
 
Figure 2-12 The Technology of Under-glazed Polychromatic Painting 
 
Various under-glazed monochrome painting can be found on different 
Changsha Kiln products; there were also many products with 
under-glazed polychrome paintings as shown in Figure 2-13. 
 
Figure 2-13 The Technology of Under-glazed Polychrome Painting 
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2.2 The Beauty of Patterns  
Firstly, unlike the patterns on other refined porcelain products, which 
usually had deep meanings, the patterns of Changsha Kiln ceramics were 
generally simple and abstract. There were dot patterns as shown in Figure 
2-14, stripe patterns as shown in Figure 2-15, block patterns in Figure 
2-16 as well as other irregular patterns in Figure 2-17. The reason for the 
simplicity of the patterns was that craftsmen wanted to use as less 
painting material as possible in order to reduce cost and save time as folk 
crafts usually had small profit margin. 
 
  
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-14 Abstract Dot Patterns 
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Figure 2-15 Abstract Stripe Patterns 
 
 
  
   
Figure 2-16 Abstract Block Patterns 
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Figure 2-17 Abstract Irregular Patterns 
Secondly, Changsha Kiln ceramics 
usually had free and unconstrained 
patterns, as indicated in Figure 
2-18. The reason was that 
craftsmen tried to make as many 
products as possible in a given 
time in order to ensure profits. 
Moreover, the targeted ordinary 
people were not so particular in the delicacy of those daily items. 
  
Thirdly, as demonstrated in Figure 2-19, patterns on Changsha Kiln 
wares mainly depicted the scenes from the daily life of ordinary people, 
such as aquatic birds, wild geese, sparrows, aquatic plants and lotus. 
These patterns of common plants and animals completely differ from 
those refined noble crafts with delicate rare plants and animals. The 
patterns of flora and fauna could easily attract ordinary people, whose 
daily life was surrounded by them. 
   
 
Figure 2-18 Free, Unconstrained Patterns 
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Figure 2-19 Common Plants and Animals 
Fourth, in spite of its relatively low quality, the unique clay of Changsha 
Kiln could produce strokes with a blurred edge, as shown in Figure 2-20. 
   
Figure 2-20 Paintings with Blurred Edges 
Lastly, the brushwork of craftsmen who worked all day and every day for 
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the ordinary customer, naturally tended to become conventionalized or 
stereotyped. As shown in Table 1, they often used triangles for hills, 
zigzags for water, a few lines different in width for grass, and a few 
simple trees to represent a forest. These simplified, stereotyped 
brushworks can be commonly found on Changsha Kiln products. 
Table 2-3 The Stereotyped Brushworks 
Patterns Stereotyped Brushworks 
 
 
Water 
 
Fish 
 
 
Cloud 
 
Mountains 
 
Water 
 
 
Cloud 
 
Water Plants 
 
 
Water Plants 
 
Lotus 
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2.3 The Beauty of Form 
Many Changsha Kiln products had characteristic pumpkin forms as 
shown in Figure 2-21. Ordinary people were so familiar with pumpkins 
and tended to buy those products in such shapes. Moreover, ceramic 
products in a pumpkin shape were much stronger and more durable and 
thus more suitable for the coarse daily life of ordinary people. Meanwhile, 
it took less time to complete a product with a pumpkin form than that 
with, say, a regularly round form. Further, product defects can be easily 
hidden in a pumpkin form.  
 
       
Figure 2-21 The Pumpkin Forms 
2.4 The Beauty of Texture 
Many products with 
defects were accepted 
and used by ordinary 
people in their daily life 
as shown in Figure 2-22. 
They cared more about 
function than appearance. 
Those defected daily 
items exhibited unique beauty, which could not be found in other refined 
 
Figure 2-22 Defect Products 
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noble crafts. 
 
Attractive textures could often be found in those daily items for very 
practical purposes. As shown in Figure 2-23, grinding bowls with carved 
grooves demonstrated unique wild beauty. 
 
 
Figure 2-23 Grinding Bowls 
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1 Daily Ceramics for Ordinary People 
1.1 Places of Excavation and Current Locations 
Throughout the ceramic history, Changsha Kiln was the first and only 
kiln to produce ceramic wares with poems. The ancient relics of 
Changsha Kiln, discovered in the 1950, cover an area of 0.5 million 
square meters. This area includes the relics of dragon kilns (46), clay 
dredging sites, wharfs, markets, and living areas. More than 120 ceramic 
wares with poems have been discovered till now [1]. The large majority 
of them were excavated in the ancient relics of Changsha Kiln and a 
small number of them were found in other regions of China, such as 
Anhui Province (the relics of a local wharf) and Guangdong Province. A 
few ceramics with poems were also found on the ancient Arabic 
shipwreck named Black Stone, which was discovered in the sea area near 
Indonesia. Besides excavation, a small number of the ceramic wares with 
poems were obtained by other means, such as robbery in relics, which are 
collected by individuals or some museums now.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Current Location of the Ceramics with Poems (Analyzed by the Author) 
0 10 20 30 40 50
Hunan Province Museum
Changsha Museum
Hualing Shizhu Museum
Private Collection
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Singapore Museum
Hunan Archeological Research…
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Taiwan History Museum
Changsha Archeaological Research…
Guangdong Province Museum
Anhui Province Huaibei City Museum
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The author selected 120 ceramic poems as research objects (Appendix 2), 
which cover almost all the poems discovered till now. Among all these 
poems, there were many identical or similar poems. Through handwriting 
analysis, ceramics with identical or similar poems were sometimes 
produced by different ceramic workshops. As show in Figure 3-1, the 
targeted ceramic wares with poems are preserved by museums, research 
institutes or individuals all across the world. 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Daily Items 
 
1.2 Practical Daily Items 
Changsha Kiln ceramic wares with poems were all daily items for 
ordinary people, such as pitchers, jars, pillows, bowls, plates and saucers, 
as shown in Figure 3-2. According to the reign titles inscribed on them, 
these ceramic wares were produced during the 9
th
 Century, namely the 
late Tang Dynasty[2]. The larger majority of the ceramics with poems 
were pitchers for drinking wine. 
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Figure 3-3 shows a typical 
pitcher with a poem. Through 
an analysis of all the targeted 
pitchers, a poem was always 
written below the pitcher’s 
spout and the caliber varied 
from 67 to130 mm, the height 
from 149 to 257 mm and the 
bottom diameter from 71 to 
150 mm. Due to their small 
sizes (although they looked 
large like ceremonial wares), 
these pitchers were not likely to be used for solemn ceremonies. In Tang 
Dynasty when drinking wine became prevalent among all classes, these 
pitchers were very practical items, whose form and dimensions were 
highly portable and suitable for drinking.  
 
Many ceramic poems depicted the scene of 
ordinary people’s drinking wine. For instance, the 
poem in Figure 3-4 said, 
 
“Owing to the bad harvest last year, 
I do not have enough money to buy wine this spring, 
Being afraid that flowers and birds will laugh at me, 
I pretend to be dead drunk, lying down in a pavilion.” 
 
1.3 The Combination of the Poetry and Ceramics  
1.3.1 Tang Poetry and the Elite Class 
 
Figure 3-4 
 
Figure 3-3 A Typical Pitcher with A Poem 
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Poetry, as a literary form, reached its peak in Tang Dynasty. Poems were 
essentially lyrics for singing; poems, singing and dancing were often 
combined together. Celebrated poets then were most respected by all 
classes like today’s popular celebrities. Since its origin, Tang Poetry had 
been closely associated with the upper class, or elite class including 
governmental officials, aristocrats, the intelligentsia and the wealthy, 
though almost anyone, regardless of his/her social class was capable of 
chanting poems. At that time, a system called the Imperial Examination 
was designed to select the best administrative officials for the state's 
bureaucracy. To succeed in the examination, scholars were required to 
master the skills of writing poems, which had sophisticated styles and 
profound contents pertaining to major social and ethical issues. This 
system exerted a huge influence on both society and culture in Imperial 
China and directly gave birth to a class of scholar-bureaucrats 
irrespective of their family pedigree. Perhaps nowhere else in the world 
has lyric poetry ever occupied such a significant position. Besides the 
intelligentsia, other upper class members were also educated to write 
sophisticated poems, as poetic composition was an integral part of 
individual talents. And, beginning with the founder of the dynasty down 
to the last ruler, almost every one of the emperors was a great lover and 
patron of poetry, and many were poets themselves [3].  
 
Therefore, Tang Poetry has developed close ties with the elite class since 
its beginning. Almost all the surviving Tang poems had been the products 
of the literati or scholar-bureaucrats before Changsha Kiln poems mainly 
composed by anonymous common people were discovered. 
1.3.2 Literate Ordinary People 
It is necessarily to define the term ordinary people, most of whom were 
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the targeted customers for the ceramic products with poems, used in this 
paper. In Tang Dynasty, the four occupations or four categories of the 
people (traditional Chinese characters and their pronunciations: 士 shi, 
農 nong, 工 gong, 商 shang) constitute the hierarchic social class 
structure. In descending order, there were the shi (gentry scholars), the 
nong (farmers), the gong (craftsmen) and the shang (merchants). The shi 
was the ruling class while the nong, gong and shang represent the 
ordinary people mentioned in this paper. Most of the shang, who were 
mainly wealthy enough to receive good education, were the targeted 
customers for those ceramic wares with poems. Those nong and gong, 
who could read the poems or became understanding the poems with 
others’ help, were also the potential purchasers. 
 
Because of the prevalent Imperial Exam, ordinary people also started 
reading since childhood in order to change their fate by becoming scholar 
officials. The evidence can be found in many ceramic poems. For 
instance, one poem on a pitcher shown in Figure 3-5 said (Details in 
Appendix Two No.27, 28 and 29),  
“We are living in a fair age, 
The Imperial Examination is open to everyone, 
….” 
The poem in Figure 3-6 said (Details in Appendix Two No.38 and 41), 
“A white jade is no real treasure, 
One thousand pieces of gold are not indispensable, 
I aspire to read thousands of books, 
With all of them kept in my heart.” 
Another poem in Figure 3-7 demonstrated a scene of children in rural 
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area after school, saying (Appendix Two No.54), 
“The green bamboo woods are flourishing, 
A line of swan geese are flying to the north, 
Today is a holiday, 
Thus students are let go back home early.”  
      
Figure 3-5                Figure 3-6                    Figure 3-7 
1.3.3 The Reasons for the Combination 
In Tang Dynasty, poems were usually inscribed on walls, paper, thin silk 
and other uncommon media, such as botanic leaves, folding fans, stones 
and traditional Chinese screens as shown in Figure 3-8. Interestingly, 
varied architectural walls-such as post houses, hotels, temples-served as a 
primary medium for poetic composition in Tang Dynasty. Red or white 
walls, often carefully decorated, were perfect carrier for poets to write 
poems. Poets expressed their thoughts and communicated with other 
poets through inscribing poems on walls. For instance, post house was a 
type of hotel in ancient China for accommodating official messengers, 
governmental officials, especially exiled officials, on a trip. When an 
exiled official (usually also a poet) saw a sad poem on the wall of a post 
house written by another exiled official before, he would write a poem to 
express his thoughts as a reply to the poem he saw. Moreover, white 
paper, made from rice or green ebony, was another common medium for 
poetic composition, while thin silk was a more valuable material mainly 
used by the noble. The contents on thin silk were usually a combination 
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of poem and painting. There were other unusual media for poetic 
composition as well, such as botanic leaves, folding fans, stones and 
traditional screens.  
 
Figure 3-8 Media for Poetic Composition 
Yet, in that given time and space, ceramic wares also become a medium 
for poetic composition. There are two reasons: (1) Firstly, poems in that 
time were just like today’s pop songs and thus almost everyone could 
chant poems, certainly including the craftsmen in Changsha Kiln region. 
Meanwhile, not every scholar could succeed in the Imperial Examination. 
Those who failed the examination had also to sustain their livelihoods, 
thus many of them became engaged in the ceramic field. (2) The second 
reason has something to do with the drastic competition between ceramic 
kilns at that time. Unlike the white porcelain kiln groups in the north and 
celadon porcelain groups in the south, Changsha Kiln mainly targeted the 
mass market (low-end market) because of its relatively low quality clay. 
In order to survive the drastic competition, Changsha Kiln had to create 
innovative products. Under this circumstance, poetry and Changsha Kiln 
ceramics were combined together.  
1.3.4 The Functions of Ceramic Products 
Like other ceramics, Changsha Kiln ceramic products are created to meet 
varied daily demands of human being and their functions are closely 
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linked with varying human daily activities, such as drinking (wine or tea 
kettles and cups, bottles for drawing water from well), eating (bowls, 
plates), preserving and processing food (rice or oil jars, ceramic stoves, 
grinders) and other daily practices (ceramic pillows, lights, writing brush 
stands, dressing cases, incense burners, cuspidors). Moreover, Changsha 
Kiln products are used for other non-daily purposes as well, such as their 
utilities in funeral rituals. Besides all their daily functions, Changsha 
products are also employed as pure decoration items, such as flower 
vases, ceramic figurines. Generally speaking, whether a ceramic product 
is produced for practical use or decoration, the ceramic product, as an art 
work, will be delicately designed and usually decorated with beautiful 
patterns or paintings. Changsha Kiln ceramics are no exception. 
Changsha Kiln is renowned for its under-glazed polychrome painting and 
its innovative use of poems and proverbs as ceramic decorations.  
 
The poems and proverbs on Changsha Kiln products have drawn 
enormous academic attention since they were discovered. Substantial 
academic achievements have been made during this process. However, 
current relevant researchers mainly focus on interpreting the meanings of 
these inscriptions and appreciating them from a calligraphic perspective. 
Admittedly, such researches have recognized the aesthetic values of the 
poems and proverbs on Changsha Kiln products, yet have unfortunately 
failed to realize the social values of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts. 
Those values are something beyond the two practical functions 
mentioned above. i.e. the ceramic carriers of those poems and proverbs 
are not only daily items widely used by ordinary people in their everyday 
life, but also, more importantly, serve as a medium to express ordinary 
people’s thoughts and feelings. 
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1.4  Created for Ordinary People 
1.4.1 Low Prices 
Craftsmen wrote poems on ceramic wares in 
order to attract customers. These ceramic wares 
were usually sold at low prices. Figure 3-9 shows 
a poem, saying: 
“The customer looks hesitant about buying, 
While the seller are restlessly selling (worrying that 
the buyer won’t buy). 
Thus on the pitcher the seller writes a poem, 
Hoping that the buyer will like the pitcher and buy it.” 
This poem depicted the subtle minds of a buyer and a seller during 
bargaining. Moreover, the low prices were even inscribed on products in 
order to attract ordinary customer. For instance, the price five wen [4] 
was inscribed on one pitcher. 
1.4.2 Simple Format of the Poems 
After long years of gradual 
development, Tang Poetry has 
developed a strict formula with 
rhymed and parallel structure. 
As is shown in Figure 3-10, not 
only must the length of a line 
be limited to a certain number 
of Chinese characters, usually 
five or seven, but also the 
length of a poem was limited to a certain number of lines, usually four or 
eight. 
 
Figure 3-9 
 
Figure 3-10 The Format of Tang Poetry 
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Despite of all the complicated formats of 
Tang Poetry, Changsha Kiln ceramic poems 
were usually simple. An overwhelming 
majority of the poems on Changsha Kiln 
products merely have four lines with five 
characters each line as shown in Figure 3-11. 
Short paired proverbs are even further 
separated on different products. Paired 
proverbs usually share similar connotations but have different contents.  
 
Moreover, the ceramic poems were mainly written in regular script rather 
than cursive one which was widely used by the upper class in their 
calligraphy. The handwritings of the poems have been demonstrated in 
Appendix 2.  
 
There are three reasons responsible for the simplicity of the ceramic 
poems. Firstly, the ceramic poems were mainly written by anonymous 
common people, who had limited ability to compose long poems with 
sophisticated format and rhymes. The second reason has something to do 
with the characteristic of ceramics as a medium for composing poems. 
Changsha Kiln products were mainly daily items with relatively small 
sizes, such as pitchers, pillows and bowls. Thus, there was limited space 
on product surface for poetic composition. Lastly, Changsha Kiln mainly 
targeted mass market and short poems were relatively easier for common 
people to understand.  
 
1.4.3 Irregularities in the Poems 
 
Figure 3-11 The Most Popular 
Format of the Ceramic Poems 
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There are many irregular uses 
of Chinese characters in the 
ceramic poetry Meanwhile, the 
same poem can be frequently 
found in different versions on 
varied products. As is shown in 
Figure 3-12, the first two lines 
of these two poems on different 
kettles are identical, yet their 
last two lines differ greatly. 
 
As was mentioned earlier, Changsha Kiln ceramic poems were mainly 
written by anonymous common people and spread widely among the 
general public in the form of song lyrics. Oral dissemination was not as 
accurate as written record, thus even the same folk poem could take on 
different forms. Moreover, many ceramic poems contain nonstandard- 
sometimes even wrong-Chinese characters. Ordinary people tended to use 
the Chinese character in an informal way so that they often pick up 
characters only identical in pronunciation while the upper class were 
more particular in the choice of the standard character.  
 
Unlike those elite poems with sophisticated writing style and contents, 
the ceramic poems on Changsha Kiln products were composed in a very 
plain style mainly using oral language. Folk poetry was inevitably 
influenced by elite poetry, and some ceramic poems were influenced by 
the works of renowned poets [5]. However, they were totally different in 
the choice of words and writing style. For instance, one poem written by 
an anonymous ordinary individual and the other poem written by Bai Juyi, 
 
Figure 3-12 Different Versions of the Same Poem 
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a noted poet in Tang Dynasty, portrayed the same scenario that a host 
tried to invite his friend to drink wine together, yet the choice of words of 
the former was much plainer and easier than the latter for ordinary people 
to understand. 
 
Figure 3-13 The Clustering of the KJ Method 
2 Ordinary People’s Thoughts and Feelings Embodied in the 
Ceramic Poems 
As shown in Figure 3-13, the targeted poems are categorized into four 
major groups and 13 subgroups using KJ method (Appendix 3 for more 
details)[6]. 
2. 1 Valuing Interpersonal Relationships 
A large majority of the ceramic poems and proverbs on Changsha Kiln 
products portray close human relationships, including close family ties, 
friendship, neighboring relationship and romantic love. 
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2.1.1 Missing Families and Hometown 
 
At that time, many ordinary people had to leave their hometown to earn a 
living and thus missing family and hometown was a common poetic topic. 
The poems shown in Figure 3-14, 3-15 and 3-16 depict respectively: a 
woman missing her husband by saying: “I have been missing thee so 
much／Yet with nobody can I share my agony／I asked the wind to blow 
away the black clouds which cover the bright moon／So I can talk to the 
moon directly about my sorrows”; a woman urging her husband to come 
back home in spite of the high travelling cost owing to the long distance; 
a strong family bonding with hyperbole, saying that “ Two messenger 
birds flied onto the boat mast／Asking the boat owner to send a ‘heavy’ 
family letter／The bird confirmed repeatedly if the boat is strong enough
／To carry such a heavy letter (the feelings embodied in the letter are 
‘heavy’)”. Other poems classified in this category depict as follows: “I 
have been away from home for so long/ Too often do I suffer from the 
misery of homesick/ A tall tree have I seen during my journey/ I intend to 
use this tree to construct a high tower on which I can see my hometown 
easily”; a homesick emotion by saying “ ear by year, I have to live far 
away from home/ Just like a guest living under somebody else’s roof/ 
Every time I see plum blossoms in other places/ I will always think of 
those in my home backyard”; “I have already finished my family letter 
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for two months/ But nobody can send the letter for me/Then I ask 
Hongyan (one type of bird which could be used to send letters in ancient 
China) to do me a favor/ Yet the bird cannot fly in such a brutally cold, 
snowy weather”. 
 
2.1.2 Valuing Intimate Friendship 
Ordinary people at that time attached great importance to a deep and 
lasting friendship. The poems shown in Figure 3-17, 3-18 and 3-19 
portray respectively: “Being a guest in thy home for many days/ I have 
bothered thee a lot/ You have treated me so well/No gold do I have to 
repay you/ I can only express my gratitude by writing this poem”; no 
need for someone to express gratitude to a friend who has hospitably 
treated him when parting; a scene of separation between friends unwilling 
to part, saying “People went south ten thousand miles away/ Wild geese 
flew north in the late autumn/ O, my dear friends, I know not the time/ 
When we can meet again after this separation”. Besides, another poem 
says, “Please write letters to me regularly after thou leav’st/ I would get 
worried without hearing from thee/ Act not like a water-drawing kettle 
dropped into a well/Which disappears without a trace”. 
 
Figure 3-17 Figure 3-18 Figure 3-19 
2.1.3 Enjoying Harmonious Neighboring Relationship 
Reading between the lines of the ceramic poems, we can sense that 
ordinary people then developed a harmonious neighboring relationship 
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with each other.  
The poems shown in 
Figure 3-20 and 3-21 
depict respectively: 
“Half of the branches of 
a plum tree grown by 
someone/Reach within 
the yard of his 
neighbors/Yet the neighbor does not really mind it/For he thinks his yard 
is spacious enough to spare some space for the plum branch”; “In the 
north of the house is a stream flowing eastwards/In the south a good area 
of mountains and forests/The house is located in such a good place/A 
good sign that you will earn heavy money every day”-this poem was 
inscribed on a ceramic pitcher and a bowl and composed by someone to 
celebrate the house moving of his neighbor. 
 
2.1.4 Eulogizing True Love 
Many a ceramic poem sings the praises of true love between ordinary 
people during that period.  
 
The poems shown in Figure 3-22, 3-23 and 3-24 depict respectively: a 
touching love story that two lovers cannot come together due to their age 
disparity by saying: “When thou wast born/I had not come to this world 
yet/You regret’st about my late birth/ While I pity thine early nativity”; a 
young lady drew lipstick repeatedly in order to perfect her appearance, 
who was dressed up very carefully and waiting for her beloved one 
anxiously-this poem is inscribed on a ceramic pillow; two lovers have 
spent a happy night together-this poem is also inscribed on a pillow. 
 
Figure 3-20 Figure 3-21 
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Besides, another poem indicates that only those marriages which are 
based on true love will last long. This notion is of vital significance 
especially during China’s feudal period when blind date was prevalent 
and individual marriage was primarily determined by parents. In sum, 
almost all the love poems inscribed on Changsha Kiln products convey a 
feeling that although they were at the bottom of social classes and not 
materially wealthy, ordinary people were persistently pursuing true love 
in spite of all the difficulties. 
 
Figure 3-22 Figure 3-23 Figure 3-24 
2. 2 Ordinary People Loving Nature 
A considerable number of the ceramic poems inscribed on Changsha Kiln 
products convey ordinary people’s love and reverence for Nature. The 
poems shown in Figure 3-25, 3-26 and 3-27 represent respectively: 
beautiful sceneries in spring by saying: “A spring pond is filled with fresh 
spring water/ Spring grass is flourishing during this spring time/ People 
are drinking spring wine in this spring season/ Spring birds are chirping 
spring songs”; a typical scene of Chinese Tomb Sweeping Festival in a 
beautiful burgeoning spring with the rebirth of everything, saying “Fire is 
forbidden and thus there’s no smoke on Cold Food Day (or Tomb 
Sweeping Day) / Yet pine trees are surrounded by smoke-like mist / Birds 
are chirping happily on the willow trees with new sprouts / People are 
kneeling down before the tombs to cherish the memory of the 
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deceased”-in this poem, people show no sentimental sadness but an 
optimistic attitude toward nature and life before the tombs of the 
deceased; “Sea birds fly about far and near/ People play joyfully in water 
from west to east/ White clouds roam around leisurely in the sky/ The 
bright moon shines on both the upstream and downstream of a river”-this 
poem is inscribed on a small ceramic plate. Other poems classified in this 
group depict as follows: that we should enjoy the beautiful nature and life, 
saying “The bamboo woods are flourishing/ Lines of swan geese are 
flying to the north/ Today is a holiday/ Thus students are let go back 
home early (So that they can enjoy the beautiful spring)”; “One plum tree 
has two branches/ These two branches blossom at different time every 
year/ The southern branch blossomed in full bloom yesterday night/ Yet 
there are still no flower buds on the northern branch today yet”- this 
poem indicates that the great nature has its own rules which are 
unpredictable and we should follow natural rules and show our reverence 
for the nature; a horse drinking water by a stream, saying: “A brown 
steed is drinking water by a green stream/ Its cheek moves regularly with 
repeated respiration/ Its hoofs tread on their reflections in water/ Its 
mouth kisses ardently with the inverted image as well”. 
 
Figure 3-25 Figure 3-26 Figure 3-27 
2. 3 Ordinary People Pursuing Good Morals 
Though living at the bottom of social classes, common people have 
established their own entrenched set of moral standards and formed a 
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plain view of morality and human nature. On Changsha Kiln products, 
there are many ceramic poems and proverbs that advocate good morals, 
or provide common people with cautionary advice about something 
imminent (especially imminent danger or other unpleasantness owing to 
one’s immorality). 
 
Figure 3-28 Figure 3-29 Figure 3-30 
 
Figure 3-31 Figure 3-32 Figure 3-33 
The poems or proverbs shown in Figure 3-28, 3-29, 3-30, 3-31, 3-32 and 
3-33 advocate respectively: the necessity of paying attention to public 
manners and being considerate to others in daily life, saying: “When you 
visit someone, please do not go into his house directly/ Doing so will 
irritate the host/ After you knock the door three to five times/ The host 
will naturally come out to welcome you”; the importance of learning, 
saying: “A white jade is no treasure/Mountains of gold are not 
indispensable/All we ought to do is to read as much as possible /And 
keep learning by heart”; that we should achieve success through 
self-struggle without complaining external environmental factors using a 
willow tree as a metaphor, saying: “A willow tree in the east yard has 
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been grown for so many years/Yet it still has no lush foliage/ O, willow! 
Thou shalt not blame the sun/ For not sufficiently shining on thee”; a 
notion that “thrift leads to richness while profusion results in poverty”; 
that we should “say words without hurting others and “do things without 
incurring other’s resentment-these are paired proverbs inscribed on two 
products; that we should take precautions against potential risks in life, 
saying: “If you do not repair a leaking house roof, the rain will further 
ruin the house pillar”. Other poems or proverbs classified in this group 
admonish respectively: that we should be filial to our parents using 
animals (crow and sheep) as a metaphor-these are also paired proverbs 
inscribed on two ceramic products; that we should resist temptations, 
using animals  fish and bird) as a metaphor: “the caught hungry fish 
regrets that it has not resisted the temptation of the bait” and “the trapped 
bird regrets that it has not resisted the temptation of the food inside the 
snare”. In Tang Dynasty, Buddhism was prevalent among ordinary 
people and there were a few poems and proverbs preaching a strong 
belief in Buddhism. One poem preaches doctrines of Buddhism that we 
should do good to others and can reach the nirvana level of Buddhism by 
learning and acting according to the doctrines piously. 
 
2. 4 Ordinary People Holding Optimistic Life Attitudes 
Compared to the upper class, ordinary people are more likely to be 
plagued by life sufferings and hardships. There are a few poems depicting 
life difficulties of ordinary people, yet a higher percentage of the poems 
demonstrate their positive, optimistic life attitudes to accept inevitable 
realities, enjoy the present simple life and persistently pursue a promising 
future through individual struggle. 
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2.4.1 Ordinary People Undergoing Life Hardships 
Ordinary people are more susceptible to life sufferings and hardships; 
thus ceramic products are often employed as a medium to express their 
life miseries.  
 
Figure 3-34 Figure 3-35 Figure 3-36 
The poems shown in Figure 3-34, 3-35 and 3-36 depict respectively: “I 
am lingering around by the river bank/Praying for the well-being of my 
family/But nothing has happened, we are still desperately poor/The 
weather turns cold and the yellow leaves are about to fall/Yet who can 
give us some thick clothes to prevent the coming brutal coldness”; the 
hardships of those ordinary people who were forced to join the army 
during wartime, saying: “We have to fight three times a day during this 
war/ But receive no rewards/ The general sits comfortably on the horse 
back/ While we soldiers sleep in the brutally cold snow”; an upright man 
having no one to rely on and his fate is totally determined by others, 
using a weather-beaten bamboo (in Chinese culture, bamboo is usually a 
symbol of an upright man with good virtues) rooted in infertile soil as a 
metaphor. Besides, another poem portrays the social unfairness that a 
talented man has no opportunity to exert his talent, using plum trees, 
which fail to bloom under difficult conditions as a metaphor. 
 
2.4.2 Ordinary People Accepting Life Realities 
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In spite of varying life difficulties, ordinary people show an optimistic 
attitude to accept the real life instead of complaining all its hardships. 
 
Figure 3-37 Figure 3-38     Figure 3-39 
The poems shown in figure 3-37, 3-38 and 3-39 depict respectively: a 
notion that when encountering life frustrations, one should accept the 
unavoidable reality and move forward rather than get disheartened, 
saying “A broken mirror cannot be repaired/ A falling flower cannot be 
put back to its original branch/ If you come to the end of a river and 
cannot find a way out/ Why not sit down calmly and appreciate the 
wandering white clouds”; that we should not be excessively distressed 
about death or separation and should go straight forward to enjoy future 
life despite of all the sadness; “During my wandering life/ I have endured 
numerous humiliations and hardships/ On the way to success there is no 
shortcut/ Everyone has to undergo a tortuous rugged road (in order to 
succeed)”. Besides, another proverb advocates that there is no perfect life 
for human being by saying “Even the formidable sun cannot shine over 
the shadow of a basin”. 
 
2.4.3 Ordinary People Seizing the Day to Enjoy Life 
The life philosophy of Carpe Diem (seizing the day to enjoy life) of 
common people in Tang Dynasty is embodied in many of the ceramic 
poems. 
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Figure 3-40 Figure 3-41 Figure 3-42 
 
Figure 3-43 Figure 3-44 Figure 3-45 
The poems shown in Figure 3-40, 3-41, 3-42, 3-43, 3-44 and 3-45 depict 
respectively: an interesting life scenario, saying “I tried to escape 
drinking wine/ Yet was forced to drink more/ Thus, why not enjoy the 
wine/ And pray for a bright future”; someone warmly inviting his friends 
to drink wine together by saying: “It is February with soft spring 
breeze/We are sitting around this red-clay furnace/What a nice warm day 
today/ Why do not we have a drink together”; “Owing to the bad harvest 
last year/ I do not have enough money to buy wine/ Yet it does not matter, 
I still manage to drink a lot/ I pretend to be dead drunk, lying down under 
a willow tree by a river/As I fear flowers and birds will laugh at me”; 
“Since I came to this new city/ I have been attracted by its old wine/ I 
drink good wine while playing Chinese violin/ Beastly drunken under a 
spring willow tree every day”; a notion that compared with money, 
enjoying beautiful sceneries and life is much more meaningful; “I am 
dead drunk/Cannot distinguish east from west/ Yet as long as I drink 
while playing the drinkers’ wager game/Sober enough will I be to 
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compose a good poem (in Tang Dynasty, drinking wine while composing 
poems is a prevalent social custom)”. There were certain numbers of 
riddle poems and word-game poems, which served to entertain common 
people. 
 
2.4.4 Ordinary People Enjoying Their Ordinary Simple Living 
Daily labors are part and parcel of common people’s routine life, which 
are reflected by many ceramic poems. Reading between the poetic lines, 
it is amazed to sense a joyful and delighted emotion of common people 
during labor, instead of an emotion of boredom and complaint owing to 
the toilsome labor. Poems shown in Figure 3-46, 3-47 and 3-48 describe 
respectively: a typical life scenario in Southern China that a girl was 
picking lotus seeds, fearing the dangerous deep water yet enjoying the 
pleasure of the labor-this poem is inscribed on the inner surface of a 
ceramic bowl; an interesting buying and selling scenario by saying “The 
buyer hesitates to buy/ While the seller are restlessly selling (worrying 
that the buyer won’t buy)/ Thus on the bottle the seller writes a 
poem/Hoping that the buyer will like the bottle  and buy it)”; a joyful 
scene of object making, saying: “In this bamboo grove/New bamboo 
sprouts are shooting up/The new sprouts can be used to make ink 
brush/The ink brush can be used to write a beautiful poem.” Other poems 
classified in this group depict as follows: a scenario of clothes-washing 
by saying: “A few beautiful girls are hilariously washing clothes on the 
river bank, laughing and chatting/Some of their red make-ups drop into 
the water and flow away with water/Their body aroma is dispersed far 
away by wind”; a beautiful scene of fish-catching, saying “Sea birds 
hover overhead/Mountains and cloud merge together in the distance/ Oars 
break the inverted reflection of the moon in water/And the boat runs 
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quickly on the reverted image of sky in the lake.” 
 
Figure 3-46 Figure 3-47 Figure 3-48 
2.4.5 Ordinary People Pursuing a Bright Future through Individual 
Struggle 
Living at the bottom of social hierarchy, ordinary people at that time were 
eager to change their fate through personal struggle. They had life 
ambitions and aspired to achieve self-fulfillment in spite of varied 
difficulties, which was reflected in the ceramic poems. The poems shown 
in Figure 3-49, 3-50 and 3-51 portray respectively: “Standing on the 
mountain top/Looking at the full moon/Feeling the cool night breeze/I am 
so excited with such a great ambition/ A successful man I want to be”; an 
unremitting yet optimistic man making persistent effort to reach his 
destination despite of all the difficulties during the journey by saying: 
“Every day I plan my new journey / Say goodbye to my friends/ 
Numerous mountains and lakes have I negotiated/ Varying chirping 
sounds of birds have I heard”; a notion that anyone, irrespective of his 
pedigree, can change his fate through learning, saying: “We are living in 
a good age/ For the Imperial Examination is very fair and square/Yet if a 
family has no student/there is no hope that the family will be prosperous 
with one of its member becoming a government official through the 
Imperial Examination”. Other poems categorized in this group depict as 
follows: a notion that in order to achieve success a man should have the 
courage to leave his hometown to earn a living in other places even very 
far away; “Suddenly I stand up and shout loudly/ What is the definition of 
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a successful man/ If informed and erudite/ I will not have to worry my 
future”. 
 
Figure 3-49 Figure 3-50 Figure 3-51 
2. 5 Findings of the Analysis 
The thoughts and feelings embodied in the ceramic poems and proverbs 
fall into four major and thirteen minor categorizations. The percentage of 
each of the four major categorizations can be summarized as shown in 
Figure 3-52. 
 
Figure 3-52 Categorization of the Ceramic Poems and Proverbs 
Through a further analysis, it can be found that the four top-level groups 
deal with four significant aspects of human life: community, nature, inner 
thoughts and individual, respectively. There are three significant findings 
based on the analysis of the categorization of the thoughts and feelings of 
ordinary people embodied in the ceramic poems and proverbs. Firstly, 
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strong community cohesion among ordinary people can be sensed during 
the analysis. The large number of poems depicting close interpersonal 
relationships indicates that in their daily life, ordinary people were 
closely related to each other and great importance was attached to 
cultivating harmonious and intimate interpersonal relationships, including 
family bonding (or hometown attachment), friendship, neighboring 
relationship as well as romantic love. Secondly, during the analysis, we 
cannot find any correlation between category 2.2 and 2.3, which means 
that ordinary people were unaware of environmental issues, considered 
themselves as a part of nature and developed a symbiotic relationship 
with natural surroundings. Thirdly, ordinary people held a positive 
attitude towards life in spite of all its hardships and difficulties. Life is 
especially difficult for ordinary people at any time. Yet it is touching to 
find that ordinary people cultivated an optimistic attitude in the face of a 
strenuous life. They accepted the inescapable realities that they could not 
change, courageously moved forward to pursue a happy simple living and 
persistently try to achieve self-fulfillment. 
 
3 Conclusions 
Firstly, Changsha Kiln ceramic wares with poems were daily items used 
by common people in their everyday life and thus they can fall into the 
category of folk crafts. Almost all the poems were composed by 
anonymous people and compiled by local craftsmen. In most of the cases, 
ordinary customers bought these products and used them in their own 
daily life. Sometimes, they directly ordered from craftsmen or purchased 
these products as gifts to their friends for, say, celebrating their 
house-moving or showing their gratitude to friends.  
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Secondly, Changsha Kiln ceramic wares with poems enriched the 
functions of ceramic products. Besides all the practical functions, they 
also played a significant role in: (1) educating or moralizing ordinary 
people with all those plain truths like daily conversations; (2) entertaining 
ordinary people with, say, riddle or word-game poems; and (3) starting a 
conversation and enhancing communication, with various poetic contents 
(conversation topics).  
 
Lastly and most importantly, ceramic poems reflected the thoughts and 
life of ordinary people. This phenomenon is especially valuable given the 
fact that both poetic composition and thought expression were considered 
to be the privileges of the elite class in that era. Through the in-depth 
analysis, it can be easily found that in spite of all the life hardships, 
ordinary people at that time pursued a harmonious, happy simple living, 
including harmonious human-human relationship, human-nature 
relationship, optimistic life attitudes and high moral standards.  
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1 Current Conditions of the Ceramic Reusing 
In Changsha Kiln ceramic producing region, defected, broken or obsolete 
ceramic products or kiln tools have been widely reused by local residents 
to meet their varying daily demands, which has enormously contributed 
to the betterment of local living conditions. 
1.1 Terminology 
Initially, it is imperative to define the term ceramic reusing in this paper. 
Ceramic reusing indicates the process of converting defected, broken or 
obsolete ceramic products or tools, such as vats, jars and refractory 
materials, into products for other than their original uses. 
1.2 Field Survey about the Reusing 
During the field survey concerning ceramic reusing, the author has 
carried out in-depth interview-and-questionnaire-based data collection. 
The interviewees include local residents, craftspeople, government 
officials, ceramic experts and scholars. 82 questionnaires were sent out 
and 80 responses (59 male and 21 female) were returned. Then the 
returned questionnaires were analyzed and summarized into two data 
types: (1) the sources of reused ceramic products; (2) how local life has 
been improved through ceramic reusing. 
 
1.3 Sources of the Reused Ceramic Products 
According to the questionnaire concerning about the sources of the 
reused ceramic products, it can be found that they mainly fall into five 
categories as shown in Figure 4-1:  
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 Figure 4-1 The Sources of Reused Ceramic Materials  
 (1) Defected ceramic products during ceramic production, which are no 
longer suitable for sales as commodities, such as defected ceramic vats, 
jars, bowls and tiles; (2) broken ceramic products during ceramic 
production, such as broken vats, jars and tiles; (3) unusable production 
tools, which become unserviceable over long period of usage in ceramic 
production, such as fireproofing protective cases, refractory plates, and 
refractory holders for ceramic firing; (4)those ceramic products which 
become unusable over long period of usage in daily life; (5) those daily 
ceramic products, such as ceramic vats and jars, which become surplus or 
obsolete with the advent of their modern substitutions, such as plastic 
vats and containers. 
 
2 Shaping a Sustainable Community through Ceramic Reusing 
It is imperative initially to define the term sustainable community. Many 
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definitions of a sustainable community have been put forward in the 
academic circle, yet most of them tend to interpret this term merely from 
the environmental or economical perspective, which fails to take its social 
connotation into consideration. Literally, a sustainable community should 
be a lasting and permanent one. In the contemporary age, social 
issues-such as the increasingly shallow interpersonal relationships, loss of 
hometown pride and attachment, severe rural-urban migration, the 
collapse of traditional regional community have taken place owing to 
modernization and urbanization. Building a socially sustainable 
community should be the part and parcel of community empowerment or 
architect. According to Maureen Hart, an American expert on 
sustainability indicators, a sustainable community incorporates “the 
economic, social and environmental systems that make up the community 
provide a healthy, productive and meaningful life for all community 
residents, present and future[1].”  
 
This section mainly tackles with the social aspect of a sustainable 
community. Accepting that, a sustainable community is one which:  
(1) fosters activities which use materials in continuous cycles in everyday 
life (Social Acceptability of the Sustainable notion); 
(2) enables its members to lead a secure, fulfilled and meaningful life 
(Personal Happiness); 
(3) has shared values and sentiments among the members of the 
community, such as strong hometown pride and attachment, intimate 
community ties with mighty mutual support (Community Cohesion); 
(4) boasts well-inherited tradition and history(Cultural Inheritance). 
 
In this section, the author attempts to prove that ceramic reusing has 
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played a significant role in shaping a sustainable community in this 
ceramic producing region. 
 
2.1 Reusing Integrated into Local Daily Life 
The notion of no waste has been solidly entrenched in local people’s 
minds and ceramic reusing has been integrated into every aspect of local 
daily life, which is a significant symbol of good social acceptability of a 
sustainable life among local residents. Ceramic resources are reused 
either for daily practical uses or for embellishment as analyzed below: 
2.1.1 Daily Practical Uses 
Ceramic resources have been reused by local residents to satisfy their 
everyday demands, such as reinforcing river banks, slopes or roadsides, 
paving road, building houses, boundary walls, and so forth. 
 
Figure 4-2 For Reinforcement 
With its huge amount of precipitation under the influence of the Humid 
Sub-tropical Monsoon Climate and mountainous topography, Changsha 
Kiln ceramic producing region is susceptible to mudslides and river 
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flooding. Thus, local residents have to reinforce such places as the slopes, 
river banks and roadsides on a regular basis. Interestingly, when 
reinforcement is required, the first material that comes to local people’s 
minds is a defected or broken ceramic product or kiln tool, rather than 
wood, cement or stone. Large-sized ceramic products or refractory tools 
are highly suitable for reinforcement, as Figure 4-2 shows.  
 
Scraps of ceramic products, such as fragmented jars, bowls, plates, and 
kettles, have often been reused by local residents to pave roads. 
Especially in the past when concrete materials or stones were not easily 
accessible to the locals, the practice of reusing discarded ceramic scraps 
to pave roads was prevailing. If necessary, local residents can get as 
many discarded ceramic products as they require easily. Moreover, a 
ceramic road is less slippery than a road made of other materials, which is 
important in a region with large amount of rainfall and icing. Especially 
in the past, a ceramic road was ideal for standing the toilsome traffic of 
wooden wheelbarrows-a former one-wheel tool commonly used by local 
potters to transport clay and ceramic products in this hilly region. 
Defected or broken ceramic products or kiln tools, such as ceramic vats, 
pipes, tiles, refractory holder and protective cases during ceramic firing, 
have been widely reused by local people to build houses.  
 
Figure 4-3, 4-4, 4-5 show that house walls are built with reused ceramic 
vats, basins, jars and refractory protective cases. Figure 4-6 shows that 
the wall of this local house is constructed with reused square refractory 
planks, which are used for upholding products during ceramic firing. A 
circle brand formed during the firing process can be found on the surface 
of each plank. Defected or broken ceramic tiles and pipes generated 
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during ceramic production are reused to build the roof and pillars of this 
house, as shown in Figure 4-7. 
 
 
  Figure 4-4 
 
Figure 4-3   Figure 4-5 
 
  
Figure 4-6 Figure 4-7 
  
The roof is covered with reused tiles different in color and product type. 
There are two reasons for the distinction: firstly, the reusing occurs in 
varied times and ceramic products have been changing over time; 
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secondly, even if the tiles are reused at the same 
time, it is often the case that the number of any 
one type of reused tile is not sufficient enough to 
cover the whole roof. Thus, regardless of product 
type and color, residents have to collect as many 
tiles as possible and combine them together for 
roof construction. Figure 4-8 shows a wall built 
with reused refractory boards. Meanwhile, 
defected or broken ceramic pipes are reused to 
build the pillars of this house. It is also 
interesting to find that some local residents reuse 
large-sized ceramic vats to build dog kennels, as 
demonstrated in Figure 4-9. 
 
 
Figure 4-10 For Building Boundary Walls 
As is shown in Figure 4-10, defected or broken ceramic products, such as 
ceramic jars, vats, tiles and bowls, have been reused by local residents to 
separate their private spaces, such as vegetable gardens or private houses, 
 
Figure 4-8 
 
Figure 4-9 
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from public spaces. Boundary walls with reused ceramics can be seen 
everywhere in this region. It is often the case that these walls are not high 
enough to prevent any outside intrusion; they have more symbolic 
meaning than actual function of separation. However, these casual and 
natural boundary walls are very practical in terms of creating close and 
intimate interpersonal relationships-everyone is open and sincere to each 
other.  
2.1.2 Decoration 
Local residents have also reused defected, broken or obsolete ceramic 
products to beautify their living environment.  
 
 
Figure 4-11 For Wall Decoration 
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As is shown in Figure 4-11 and Box4-1, the front walls of a craftsman’s 
family workshop are decorated with reused ceramic scraps or products, 
which were collected on the relics of ancient Changsha Kiln, or the 
riverbanks of Xiangjiang River, a famous local river which is covered 
with a thick layer of abandoned ceramic products or scraps accumulated 
through long history of ceramic production. 
 
Owing to urbanization, greenery in many urban areas continues to 
decrease and people become increasingly isolated from green nature. 
Urban buildings are mainly constructed with bricks and concrete; grounds 
are generally covered by cement thus unsuitable for cultivating decorative 
plants. The same is true for Changsha Kiln ceramic producing region. 
However, as is shown in Figure 4-12, local residents have reused broken 
ceramic pipes or vats to grow decorative plants in order to decorate their 
living environment-a phenomenon highly prevalent in this ceramic 
producing region. 
 
Figure 4-12 For Planting Decorative Plants 
2.2 Bringing Happy and Fulfilled Life 
Ceramic recycling has played an important role in enabling local 
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residents to lead a joyful and fulfilled life, which is a significant 
contributor to a sustainable community.  
 
2.2.1 The Fun of Planting Vegetables 
Local residents have reused ceramic products to grow vegetables, which 
is almost impossible for other urban regions in China. Owing to the 
accelerating advancement of urbanization, Changsha Kiln ceramic 
producing region has been densely populated, which has led to the 
limited housing area. Moreover, typical of the buildings in southern 
China, houses in this region have small or even no yards. Moreover, 
grounds within each family are generally coated with cements. All these 
situations seem to deny the possibility of local people enjoying the 
pleasure and convenience to grow vegetables for themselves. 
 
However, as is shown 
in Figure 4-13, broken 
or obsolete ceramic 
products, such as 
ceramic vats and basins, 
have been reused and 
filled with soil to 
cultivate vegetables. 
These movable vats can 
be put in any places of a house, which ensures the efficient use of limited 
housing space. Thus, local residents can enjoy the pleasure and 
fulfillment of growing healthy vegetables for themselves, of which most 
urban residents have been deprived in today’s China, as Box 4-2 
indicates. 
 
Figure 4-13 For Planting Vegetables 
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2.2.2 The Delights of Organic Farming 
Figure 4-14 shows that local residents 
creatively use reused ceramic vats to 
contain and transport manure as 
agricultural fertilizer. It is common 
practice in China to turn animal feces 
into manure, which is more 
environment-friendly and much 
healthier than chemical fertilizer. Yet 
how to contain and transport the dirty 
and odorous animal manure is a 
difficult task, especially for local 
residents who merely do the 
agricultural work as a side job in this 
already urbanized region. Though 
organic fertilizer is preferable, many 
people would rather choose chemical 
fertilizer for convenience and efficiency in the fast-paced modern life. 
Therefore, the innovative practice of reusing ceramic vats to contain and 
transport manure enables local residents to enjoy the pleasure and 
fulfillment of healthy and eco-friendly organic farming, as Box 4-3 and 
4-4 demonstrate. 
 
2.3 Strengthened Shared Values and Sentiments 
As the aforementioned definition, members of a sustainable community 
should have shared values and sentiments; they should feel closely 
connected to each other. In this sense, ceramic reusing has gone a long 
 
 
Figure 4-14 For Containing and 
Transporting Manure 
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way toward shaping a sustainable local community. 
 
2.3.1 Stimulating Hometown Pride and Attachment 
The large majority of the local residents interviewed have shown great 
pride in and love for their hometown with 
unique buildings and landscapes, such as 
the reinforced slopes and riverbanks, road 
pavement and boundary walls with reused 
ceramic products as mentioned above. 
Interestingly, when inquired anything 
about local ceramic culture, the 
interviewees will always respond in a very 
proud manner. As Box 4-5, 4-6, 4-7 
demonstrate that ceramic reusing has 
contributed enormously to stimulating a 
strong sense of hometown pride and 
attachment. Figure 4-15 shows the path constructed with reused ceramic 
scraps. The fact that the ceramic shards were reued more for decorative 
than practical purposes indicates that this resident has realized the value 
of Changsha Kiln ceramics and felt very proud of them. 
 
2.3.2 Solidified Local Community through Cooperative Work  
The practice of reusing ceramics for daily purposes has also played a 
significant role in enhancing community bonds. As mentioned earlier, in 
this mountainous region with huge amount of rainfall and high risk of 
debris flow, local residents have to work together to reinforce roads, 
riverbanks, slopes on a regular basis. Reused ceramic products are the 
most appropriate materials to achieve these purposes. 
 
Figure 4-15 A Path Decorated with 
Reused Shards 
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Figure 4-16 Riverbank Reinforced through Cooperative Work 
Figure 4-16 shows a river bank reinforced with reused ceramics by local 
residents through cooperation. According to different purposes, residents 
should convene together to decide which types of ceramic products 
should be reused for a specific purpose. For instance, small-sized 
products are suitable for paving roads, large-sized ones for reinforcement. 
Upon the determination of the material type, they try to find as many 
ceramic products as needed. Lastly, they cooperate to finish the 
reinforcing project together. During this process, community ties have 
been strengthened and the powerfulness of working together toward a 
common goal can be sensed by local residents. 75% of the interviewees 
have had the experience of working with other people in a construction 
project with reused ceramic products and 90% of those who had such an 
experience considered that working together to achieve the common goal 
was powerful and efficient. 
Box 1 Interviews concerning Ceramic Reusing 
+ Box 4-1 When asked about the reason why ceramic products are recycled for decoration, Mr. Yong (45), a 
local ceramic craftsman, said that “many people think the abandoned ceramic scraps are useless, but I think 
they are very beautiful and furthermore they can represent my profession well and people will know easily 
what I am doing upon seeing the decorated walls… It is a great pity to throw these ceramic scraps 
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away. ”…”These scraps can date back to Tang Dynasty and those scraps are produced in modern times, and 
here they have been combined together, which shows unique beauty.” 
 
+ Box 4-2  It is great that I can plant pesticide-free vegetables at home  by myself. I think they are very 
healthy. I feel unsafe about the vegetables I bought from supermarkets ‘cause I do not know if those planters 
use pesticide or not. Thus, it is so good that I can grow healthy vegetables with large vats, which is very joyful 
and self-fulfilling.  –Mr. Wu (48), a local resident 
 
+ Box 4-3  We are not full-time farmers. We have no proper tools to contain and transport manure as 
fertilizer. Thus, it is not a bad idea to achieve this by these recycled ceramic vats. Anyway, these vats are 
unusable anymore and it is a pity to throw them away or leave them lying idle.  –Mr. Sun(58) a local resident 
 
+ Box 4-4  I feel glad to do some agricultural labor during my spare time. I use manure as fertilizer, which is 
healthy and friendly to the environment. It feels so good that I can produce healthy food for my family through 
this organic farming.   –Mr. Wu (34) a local resident 
 
+ Box 4-5 Mr. Wang(49), a local resident, pointing at his roof with recycled ceramic tiles in different colors and 
ages, said very proudly ,“Some of the tiles have been near 100 years old, which were put there by my 
grandfather.” Before, recycled ceramic tiles are a symbol of poverty; now they are considered as unique 
things, of which local residents are very proud. 
 
+ Box 4-6 Mr. Hu(64)- a very famous local ceramic craftsman, pointing at a reinforced slope with recycled 
large vats, said that: “I have visited many ceramic producing regions in China, yet never seen such a place as 
Changsha Kiln region where ceramic products have been recycled in such a thorough way for building and 
landscaping…This is the most prominent feature of this region.” 
 
+ Box 4-7 Mr. Ding (69), a local resident said that he once collected many ceramic scraps on the relics of 
ancient Changsha Kiln and used them to pave a path in front of his house. He values this ceramic path highly 
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as he thinks that these ancient ceramic scraps are local treasures handed down from past generations, in 
which he shows great pride. He even turned down the request of two visitors who had offered a very high 
price to buy these antique scraps. To him, hometown treasures of which he is so proud cannot be bought by 
money, no matter how much it is. 
 
+ Box 4-8 Mr. Zhong (67), a local resident and a former ceramic craftsman, pointing at the vats recycled to 
build his house walls, said that these vats with dragon patterns mainly used to contain water in the past are 
not produced any longer today because of the introduction of modern running water system. Yet he can still 
remember vividly the experience of hand-making large vats in the local ceramic cooperative (where ceramic 
craftsmen worked together) during the 1980s-the prime time of large vat production. At that time, whether a 
craftsman can make large vats by hand is an important criterion to evaluate his craftsmanship. 
 
2.4 Contributing to the Inheritance of History and Tradition 
A community without well-inherited tradition and history cannot be 
regarded as a sustainable community. Inheritance of history and tradition 
is a very important, if not the most, mission of endogenous regional 
development. Whether realized or not, ceramic reusing has objectively 
assisted in preserving local history and tradition. 
 
This region has boasted a long history of ceramic reusing and ceramic 
products reused in different time periods have coexisted in local buildings 
and landscapes nowadays. 
 
As is shown in Figure 4-17, reused ceramic tiles that date back to near 
100 years ago, refractory planks used to build a house in the 1970s, jars 
produced in the 1980s to build a boundary wall and vats manufactured in 
the 1990s reused to build a house can be found everywhere in this 
ceramic producing region. 
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Figure 4-17 Helping Preserve Local History 
As Box 1-8 indicates, reused ceramic products, especially those that are 
no longer produced nowadays, can effectively remind local residents of 
past objects, people and events.  
 
Local buildings and landscapes with ceramic products reused in different 
time periods have witnessed the vicissitudes of this ceramic producing 
region. Thus, ceramic reusing has contributed enormously to the 
preservation of local history. 
 
3 The Future of the Buildings and Landscapes 
3.1 Current Situation 
Nowadays, local buildings and landscapes with reused ceramic products 
and tools are gradually disappearing. The reason is that the large majority 
of the buildings and landscapes were mainly constructed decades or even 
near one hundred years ago when local residents mainly lived an 
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impoverished life. As getting better off, local residents gradually begin to  
construct new houses with modern materials. It is incontrovertible that 
they are endowed the right to live in new houses, yet pitifully these 
houses are very commonplace and local identity as a ceramic producing 
region because of the unique buildings and landscapes with reused 
ceramic materials has gradually disappeared. Meanwhile, many local 
residents are not aware of the uniqueness of local buildings and 
landscapes today. 
 
3.2 Public Awareness and Endogenous Efforts 
Despite of the issue mentioned above, there are still positive signs for the 
future inheritance of the unique buildings and landscapes with reused 
ceramic materials in Changsha Kiln region. For instance, Figure 4-10 
shows that a local craftsman reuses ceramic shards and abandoned 
products to decorate the walls of his workshop; Figure 4-15 demonstrates 
that a local resident reuses the shards of ancient Changsha Kiln products 
to decorate the side of a path in front of his house; Box 4-6 and 4-8 
indicate local residents’ pride in the buildings and landscapes with reused 
ceramic materials. Local residents’ awareness of and pride in the 
uniqueness of the buildings and landscapes will be the endogenous 
driving force for the future inheritance and improvement of such 
buildings and landscapes.  
 
There are similar cases in Japan’s Seto and Tokoname ceramic producing 
regions[2]. Both of the two places have boasted a long history of ceramic 
production and been well known for their buildings and landscapes with 
reused ceramic products and tools. Besides other products, Seto has been 
renowned for producing ceramic tools, such as saggers, supporting rods 
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and firing shelf boards. Different from those in Seto, residents in 
Tokoname mainly reuse ceramic products to construct landscapes and 
buildings, such as ceramic bottles for containing wine or sulfuric acid, 
ceramic pipes used in the sewage system, cable pipes for protecting 
cables and supporting rings for supporting products during kiln firing. In 
recent decades, the residents in Seto and Tokoname region have realized 
the value of their unique buildings and landscapes with reused ceramic 
materials. On the endogenous level, they have been working together to 
enhance this unique image. To them, ceramic reusing is not only for 
meeting their daily demands, but also for promoting the identity of their 
hometowns. Residents in these two regions have shown strong awareness 
of the uniqueness of their buildings and landscapes and great enthusiasm 
to carry on this good tradition on an endogenous level. More details about 
this survey concerning buildings and landscapes in Seto and Tokoname 
ceramic producing regions are demonstrated in Appendix 5. 
    
4 Conclusions 
Firstly, the reasons for the reusability of Changsha Kiln ceramic products 
can be summarized as follows: (1) Compared with other craft materials- 
such as paper, wood, bamboo, straw and textile-ceramic material has 
relatively higher hardness, abrasion resistance and corrosion resistance, 
rendering it highly suitable for being reused in everyday life. Not every 
craft material can be reused in such a thorough way. The unique features 
of ceramic material determine its high reusability. (2) Though not suitable 
for producing exquisite porcelain, the clay in Changsha Kiln region is 
ideal material for making heavy-duty and durable daily items, such as 
ceramic vats, jars, pipes, tiles and other architectural decorations. In sum, 
Changsha Kiln ceramics as typical durable folk crafts, compared with 
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exquisite porcelain, are more likely to be thoroughly reused in the 
everyday life of ordinary people. 
 
Secondly, this paper analyzes how ceramic reusing has contributed to the 
formation of the sustainable local community summarized as follows: (1) 
The awareness of reusing has been deeply rooted in the minds of local 
residents, which shows sound social acceptability of a sustainable life; (2) 
Ceramic reusing has brought to local residents a happy and fulfilled life, 
which is the basis of a sustainable society; (3) Common values and 
sentiments have been strengthened by ceramic reusing, such as strong 
hometown pride and attachment and intimate community ties; (4) 
Ceramic reusing has contributed greatly to preserving local tradition and 
history, which is especially important in an age when good tradition has 
been violently denied, such as the nationwide demolition of traditional 
buildings and blind pursuit of featureless modern architecture constructed 
with ubiquitous reinforced concrete. Thus, this chapter has convincingly 
validated the significant role of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts in 
shaping a sustainable community.  
 
Thirdly, through a comprehensive study of the three ceramic producing 
regions (Changsha Kiln region, Seto and Tokoname), it can be concluded 
that the inheritance of the tradition of reusing ceramic materials for 
building and landscaping is heavily dependent on two conditions: (1) 
local residents’ awareness of the uniqueness of their buildings and 
landscapes; and  2) local residents’ endogenous efforts to reuse ceramic 
materials to improve their buildings and landscapes on a continuous basis, 
namely, local residents should be the main driving force during the 
process all the time. In spite of the current issue confronted by Changsha 
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Kiln region, the good tradition of reusing ceramic materials for building 
and landscaping will be carried on as long as the two conditions can be 
met.  
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The unique clay in Changsha Kiln region is highly suitable for making 
durable and strong ceramic wares, which can be widely used in local 
residents’ daily life. Various ceramic products have been created for 
cooking, storing and serving of food and drink. They are closely related 
to the various techniques of food preparation: salting, pickling, smoking, 
grinding as well as cooking. Compared to those fragile and delicate 
porcelain products, which are often used by the upper class, Changsha 
Kiln ceramic wares are more suitable for achieving the aforementioned 
purposes of ordinary people. This chapter will discuss the 
ceramics-related food culture in this region and analyze the deep 
meanings behind it. 
 
1 Introduction of the Food Culture 
1.1 Salting and Pickling 
Salted pickles are typical local delicacy in this region as shown in Figure 
5-1. The whole making process takes one to two months or so.  
 
Carefully selected vegetables, 
such as radish and green 
pepper, are initially dried under 
sun for a week or so. On a 
sunny day, as demonstrated in 
Figure 5-2, vegetables 
undergoing the drying process 
can be found everywhere, which is a typical scene of local life. In many 
cases, unused large vats or jars are utilized to support the drying 
vegetables. 
  
Figure 5-1 Salting Pickles 
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Figure 5-2 Vegetables Dried in the Sun Figure 5-3 A Jar for Making Pickles 
Then the dried vegetables are cut into pieces or slices, treated with salt 
and other spices according to individual preferences. In this region, red 
pepper is usually added owing to local preference to spicy flavor. Finally, 
all the stuffs are put in a jar for bacterial fermentation and the jar is often 
tightly sealed by wet clay, as indicated in Figure 5-3.  
 
Figure 5-4 shows 
another type of jar, 
cleverly designed with 
a unique annular mouth, 
which can be perfectly 
sealed by water and a 
lid. This special 
instrument with annular mouth is also employed by local residents to 
make and store dry salted meat, such as salt-cured pork or 
chicken-another local specialties as demonstrated in Figure 5-5.  
 
Figure 5-5 Special Jar for Making Salted Meat 
  
Figure 5-4 A Special Jar for Making Pickles 
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1.2 Smoking 
Since ancient times in this region with hot and humid climate, local 
residents have been preserving meat in good conditions by exposing it to 
smoky firing for the process of dehydration and sterilization. The 
smoking of meat has been still practiced today and become a famous 
local delicacy as shown in Figure 5-6. During the field survey, it has been 
found that traditional Chinese kitchen system has given way to modern 
one and the tradition of making smoked meat has gradually disappeared 
in both rural and urban areas for the lack of appropriate conditions for 
making this delicacy. It is almost impossible for urban residents to make 
this tradition delicacy 
nowadays. In this region, 
however, a special 
instrument made of two 
reused large ceramic vats, 
which are piled up together, 
is employed to make this delicacy, as indicated in Figure 5-6. 
1.3 Grinding 
Meatball is another local 
delicacy, which is made 
from ground meat, 
vegetables as well as other 
ingredients using a special 
ceramic grinding basin.  
Selected meat and vegetables are ground into small pieces through either 
directly rubbing, or smashing them with a wooden stick, against the 
grooved texture on the tool surface as shown in Figure 5-7. 
  
Figure 5-6 Reused Vats for Making Smoked Meat 
 
 
Figure 5-7 A Grinding Basin 
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1 Grinding ginger 2 Adding salt 3 Adding tea 4 pouring water 5 Mixing and blending 
 
6 Adding sesame 7 Repeating 5 8 Adding yellow beans 9 Repeating 5 10 Mixing tea further  
Figure 5-8 The Process of Making this Special Tea 
There is a special tea that can only be found in this region. Besides 
ordinary tealeaves, the ingredients of this tea also include ginger, salt, 
yellow beans and sesame. Figure 5-8 demonstrates the process of making 
this tea. 
 
The essential part of making this tea is 
to grind and mix the aforementioned 
ingredients in a special grinding bowl 
as shown in Figure 5-9. The tea is 
served in a pitcher commonly seen in 
local daily life as shown in Figure 5-10. 
It is learned from the local residents that 
only the tea is served in this type of 
pitcher can it be called ‘authentic local 
tea’.  
 
1.4 Cooking 
As shown in Figure 5-11, local 
 
Figure 5-9 The Grinding Bowl 
 
Figure 5-10 A Tea Pitcher 
 
Figure 5-11 The Clay Stove and Pot 
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residents in this region use a ceramic stove and pot for boiling, frying or 
broiling food. The fuel is a cylindrical block, which is the mixture of 
local clay and coal.  
 
2 An Analysis of the Food Culture 
The significant roles of the ceramic-related food culture in improving 
local life can be summarized as follows. 
2.1 Providing Tastier and Healthier Food 
Local residents can make various delicacies using those ceramic tools 
mentioned above. Admittedly, without these tools, contemporary people 
can still buy those delicacies from supermarkets; meanwhile, they can 
also use modern substituted tools, such as plastic or metallic ones, to 
make them. However, neither food bought from supermarkets nor those 
made by modern tools can compete in flavor with those delicacies made 
by themselves with traditional ceramic tools. In this sense, traditional 
ceramics-related food culture enables people to enjoy tastier food. 
 
Though the aforementioned clay stove and pot set has gradually given 
way to more convenient, efficient modern electric appliances recently, 
many people still choose the former for cooking food. The reason why 
people show a preference to clay cooker is that clay, as a porous material, 
provides slow evaporation of steam from the pores when saturated with 
water and heated on the stove.  This creates a moist enclosed 
environment that results in increased flavor, very tender meats and 
healthier foods.  Meanwhile, clay pots require less fat, use less liquid, 
require little tending and can even brown meats. Many local residents 
said that food cooked in a clay cooker is more delicious and much 
healthier than that cooked by modern electrical appliances, though the 
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latter is much cleaner and faster than the former. In this sense, traditional 
ceramic-related food culture provides people with healthier and tastier 
food. 
2.2 An Appropriate Lifestyle with the Bricolage Philosophy 
In the traditional ceramics 
related food culture, local 
residents unconsciously 
pursue an appropriate or 
reasonable lifestyle, 
instead of a sophisticated 
refined one. As shown in 
Figure 5-12 a local resident used broken bricks, abandoned wood block 
and even unusable kitchen knife to press tightly the lid of the jar for 
making pickles; a local resident used a branch to grind vegetables; and a 
local resident used recycled vats to make smoked meat.  
 
As indicated in The Savage Mind, the term bricolage refers to the practice 
that daily items at hand are fully used by people to fulfill their life 
purposes, despite of the original uses of these items[1]. Bricolage 
indicates that everything is useful and has the potential for versatile uses, 
thus it should not be wasted. Bricolage stresses more on practical 
functionality than superfluous decency.  
 
All these daily items were used in a proper and natural manner; local 
residents did not want to buy new fancy tools to replace them merely 
owing to their ugliness and indecency. This phenomenon cannot be 
explained by economical reasons because many of the residents were 
well off. It can be only interpreted that they were unconsciously pursuing 
   
Figure 5-12 Simple Tools 
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a reasonable lifestyle, which has taught a vivid lesson to many people 
today who are blindly pursuing sophisticated fancy life. 
 
2.3 Enhancing Human Ties 
It can be also found that the ceramics-related food culture contributes 
enormously to enhancing human ties, including family ties and 
community ties. The food culture in this region encompasses close social 
bonds between family members, friends, neighbors, and acquaintances. 
 
2.3.1 Family Ties 
Box 1 Interview concerning Ceramics-related Food Culture 
“There are very few foods in other places similar to those of my 
hometown. Even if there were, my feeling toward them is completely 
different from that toward hometown foods made by pottery stoves. 
They are similar but they are just not the same; hometown foods are 
much more delicious and healthier”, said some. “When I left home, I 
was always missing the flavor of the dry salted pickles made by my 
mother using a simple clay jar, although it is not superior delicacy at all.” 
“I miss the melodious bubbling sound of the pickled vegetables in 
pottery jars, that’s the sweetest music to my ears” “It was an 
unforgettable experience for me to learn from father to create a simple 
tool with two large pottery pots to make smoked meat and the happy 
times when the whole family enjoyed the delicacy together. Nice family 
talk, tasty food.” 
 
In Changsha Kiln region, all the local residents have been brought up in 
this ceramics-related food culture since childhood. For them, this food 
culture is unexaggeratedly a symbol of their family and hometown. They 
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may find similar foods in other places, but their feelings towards these 
foods are totally different from those towards hometown ones. Actually, 
the most crucial part of the food culture is not only the foods themselves, 
but also, more importantly, the process of making those specialties by 
their parents or by themselves under the guidance of their parents using 
simple ceramic tools and the scene of enjoying those delicacies together 
with families. The special smell of hometown specialties  Mother’s taste) 
and the unique sound of the bubbling sound of the pickled vegetables in 
pottery containers can always remind those, who are far away from home, 
of their families and hometown, as indicated in Box 1. As Martin 
Lindstrom said in Brand Sense[2], “smell and sound are connected to 
mood and memory, they creates feelings and emotions.” [3] 
 
2.3.2 Community Ties 
This ceramics-related food culture also serves to consolidate social ties 
between neighbors, relatives, friends and even strangers.  
 
Local specialties, such as salting pickles, smoked meat and meatballs, are 
always nice presents for neighbors, relatives and friends-especially for 
those who live in urban areas and have no appropriate conditions for 
making this delicacy. Many urban residents nearby often come to this 
region to buy authentic dry salted pickles, salted meat and smoked meat. 
Many local residents will send these specialties as gifts to their relatives 
and friends who live in big cities during traditional festivals. Moreover, 
as mentioned earlier, those people who drop by a local home will always 
be hospitably treated with the unique local tea, which is made by local 
ceramic grinding tools and served with a typical local pitcher, no matter 
they are acquaintances of the host or not. When treated with this unique 
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tea, guests will not only enjoy a mouthful of fragrant tea but also feel the 
warmth and hospitability of local people. 
 
3 Conclusions 
Different from those delicate porcelain products, Changsha Kiln ceramic 
wares are very durable, corrosion resistant and thus highly suitable for 
such daily uses as salting, pickling, smoking, grinding and cooking. The 
benefits of the ceramics-related food culture can be summarized as 
follows: (1) providing healthier and tastier food; (2) cultivating a 
reasonable lifestyle, which well demonstrates the bricolage philosophy; 
and (3) enhancing family ties and community ties. 
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This chapter probes into various ceramics-related events in Changsha 
Kiln region, which are an important part of local ceramic culture. The 
events mentioned in this chapter, which had disappeared before the 1950s, 
are no longer practiced today. Relevant information was mainly gained 
through the field survey in this region.     
  
1 Introduction of the Events 
1.1 First Firing Day 
Ceramic production, including ceramic drying and firing, was heavily 
dependent on the weather in the past. During the rainy and cold spring, 
local potters could not produce ceramics and had to wait until April-the 
beginning of summer when the weather turned warmer. Traditionally, it 
was on the 8
th
 of April (Chinese lunar calendar) that local potters began to 
fire ceramics for the first time, for 8 in Chinese culture was considered as 
an auspicious number. The 8th of April was thus called “First Firing Day” 
[1].  
 
In the past, local potters used to share kilns in order to reduce cost and 
risk. Different kiln chambers were owned by different people. On the 
First Firing Day, chamber owners of a kiln would gather in the kiln front, 
where they conducted first firing ceremony, as indicated in Figure 6-1. 
There were mainly three important activities: (1) at the chosen auspicious 
time, they fired the kiln together for the first time with each one 
responsible for firing his own chamber; (2) incenses were lit and special 
firecrackers unique to this region were fired; and (3) they prayed together 
and then communicated with each other concerning the ceramic 
production in the new year.  
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Figure 6-1 First Firing Day 
1.2 Kiln God Festival 
Before the 1950s, local residents had 
conducted an event called Kiln God 
Festival on the 6
th
 of June (Chinese lunar 
calendar) to memorize the Kiln God Shun, 
who was considered to be the first person 
to teach primitive people to make pottery, 
as indicated in Figure 6-2. Today this 
festival is no longer practiced and there 
are no detailed historical records about 
this traditional event. According to the 
interviews concerning this festival, there were three major activities in 
this festival as follows. 
 
The first activity in this Festival was a magnificent parade around the 
town. The ceramic sculpture of the Kiln God, which had been placed in 
Sizhou Temple (demolished in the 1970s as shown in Figure 6-3), was 
carried by eight people in front of the procession, followed by a group of 
paraders playing drums and gongs. The parade started from the Sizhou 
Temple, moved exactly along the boundary of this town and ended with 
returning the temple, as shown in Figure 6-4.  
 
Figure 6-2 The Kiln God Shun 
Source: Liu Tiezhu. A History of the 
Ceramic Town of Tongguan, 2008 
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Figure 6-3 Sizhou Temple  
Source: The Same as Figure 6-2 
 
Figure 6-4 The Parade Route 
Secondly, all the local potters would gather in front of the Sizhou Temple, 
in front of which a solemn ceremony would be conducted. In this 
ceremony, local potters offered sacrifices to the Kiln God and got down 
on their knees to show their respect and pray for a smooth and prosperous 
year.  
 
Finally, all the festival participants would attend a banquet in front of the 
Sizhou Temple. Figure 6-5 shows the details of the festival banquet. 
Local kiln owners took turns to host the banquet, which would last for 
two or three days, during which Xiang Opera was excellently performed 
as well [2]. Local residents and outside visitors came here to donate 
money to the banquet holder and in return they could enjoy the banquet 
delicacy and Xiang Opera, getting free from their tough daily life. 
Meanwhile, those money donators would also feel honored and blessed 
by the Kiln God, as they had made their own contributions to the Kiln 
God festival.  
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Figure 6-5 The Festival Banquet 
 
1.3 Firing Ceramic Tower 
Several decades ago, there was an event called Firing Ceramic Tower, 
which was annually held on the night of 15th August (traditional Chinese 
Mid-autumn Day or Moon-cake Festival). It is no longer practiced today 
owing to modernization and the declining local ceramic industry [3].  
 
As is shown in Figure 6-6, on 
that day, local residents 
worked together to reuse huge 
numbers of ceramic shards to 
build a ceramic tower of some 
2 meters high in a public open 
space. Then, local people 
would gather together and cast 
firing wood into a firing 
mouth of 0.6 meter high at the 
bottom of the tower. When the 
ceramic tower became red by 
heating, people stopped 
 
Figure 6-6 Firing Ceramic Tower 
Source: The Same as Figure 6-2 
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adding wood into the firing mouth. Instead, they scattered rice husk onto 
the tower surface. Then the tower burnt vigorously and turned into a 
magnificent “Firing Tower”. Meanwhile, local residents would keep 
silent for a moment to show their gratitude to the blessings and bestowal 
of the gods and pray for a promising prospect afterwards.  
 
1.4 Last Firing Day 
In the past, the 24
th
 of December (lunar calendar), also known as Small 
Chinese Lunar New Year, was the last day for local ceramic production 
during one year[4]. From this day to the 8
th
 of April the next year, local 
potters had not produced ceramics but done some side jobs, mainly 
fishing. That was why local potters called rest as fishing net drying. 
Meanwhile, fishing net was hung on the wall of almost every ceramic 
workshop, used for rubbing off clay in ceramic production. This potters’ 
work-and-rest routine cycle repeated itself year by year.  
 
2 An Analysis of the Events 
2.1 Bringing A Sense of Security 
In the past, local potters, as folk craft producers, led a tough and 
unsecured life and ceramic production was swayed by many 
uncontrollable and unpredictable factors. It was necessary for them to 
gain a sense of security by certain means. The aforementioned 
ceramics-related events just satisfied such demands of ordinary people in 
the following three aspects: 
 
(1) Firstly, First Firing Day of the 8
th
 April, Kiln God Festival of the 6
th
 
June and Firing Ceramic Tower of the 15
th
 August, all provided local 
residents an opportunity for public prayer in solemn ceremonies; (2) 
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Secondly, the practice of carrying the ceramic sculpture of the Kiln God 
around the town boundary in Kiln God Festival was a symbol that this 
region had been covered by the protection of the Kiln God. During this 
process, local residents gained peace and stability (security in SPACE);  
 
Figure 6-7 Ceramics-related Events and Work/Rest Schedule 
(3) Thirdly, as shown in Figure 6-7, ceramics-related events were 
interspersed evenly in the work time from 8
th
 April to 24th December. 
Meanwhile, the time of Firing Ceramic Tower (August 15) lied roughly 
in the middle of the time interval between First Firing Day (8
th
 April) and 
Last Firing Day (24
th
 December); the time of Kiln God Festival (6
th
 June) 
lied approximately in the middle between the time interval between First 
Firing Day (8
th
 April) and Firing Ceramic Tower (15
th
 August). Namely, 
all the ceramics-related events lied respectively in the points that divide 
into four the time interval between 8
th
 April and 24
th
 December. Local 
residents did not arrange deliberately the time of these events that equally 
divided the work time during the year; the time arrangement derived from 
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their subconscious minds. Thus, local residents could gain consistent 
sense of security owing to those ceramics-related events during the work 
time of the year (security through TIME).  
 
2.2 Strengthening Community Ties 
These ceramics-related events contributed to strengthening community 
ties respectively as follows: 
 
(1) Firstly, on First Firing Day, all the owners of a kiln gathered in front 
of the kiln to conduct the ceremony mentioned above and communicated 
with each other concerning ceramic production afterwards. (2) Secondly, 
during Kiln God Festival, people, even including those who had come 
from other regions, gathered together to parade, conduct sacrifice 
ceremony in front of Sizhou Temple and enjoy the banquet and Xiang 
Opera. Meanwhile, they could also communicate with each other about 
their daily life during the banquet. (3) Thirdly, during the process of 
praying in front of the firing ceramic tower, local residents were united 
together on the spiritual level. Generally, Mid-autumn Day is an 
important national festival for family reunion all across China. Yet it is 
only in Changsha Kiln region that people conducted the activity of firing 
ceramic tower. This practice had turned the nationwide festival for family 
reunion into a significant community event in this region.  
 
3 Conclusions 
In general, festivals are held to satisfy specific human needs, such as 
needs for commemoration, celebration, entertainment, communication 
and gratitude expression. There are numerous types of festivals in the 
world: many have religious origins; others involve seasonal change or 
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have some cultural significance[5]. There are many ceramics-related 
festivals all across the world. But a large majority of them are concerned 
with the publicity and sales of ceramic products. Thus, the enormous 
value of ceramics-related events in Changsha Kiln region can be 
summarized as follows:  
 
Firstly, they consistently served to bring local residents, who had led a 
tough and unsecured life through their unstable, low-profit mass 
production of folk ceramics, a sense of stability and security. It can be 
reflected in three aspects: (1) the events provided local residents an 
opportunity for public prayer in various solemn ceremonies; (2) the 
parade following exactly the town boundary in the Kiln God Festival was 
a symbol that this region had been covered by the protection from the 
Kiln God (Security in Space); (3) local residents gained consistent sense 
of security by the time arrangement of the events that evenly divided the 
work time during the year (Security through Time).  
 
Secondly, these ceramics-related events contributed to solidifying local 
community ties by providing local residents an opportunity for public 
prayer, communication and entertainment.   
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1 Overall Conclusions 
In order to clarify the essence of Changsha Kiln ceramic culture and 
provide guidance on how to revitalize Changsha Kiln ceramic culture in 
the contemporary age, this dissertation seeks to validate the significant 
value of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts by analyzing the 
characteristics of Changsha Kiln products and four essential aspects of 
ceramics-related living unique to this region: (1) the Characteristics of 
Changsha Kiln ceramics; (2) thought expression of the ordinary people 
through ceramic poems; (3) ceramic reusing for building and landscaping; 
(4) ceramics‐related food culture; and (5) ceramics-related festivals. 
 
To be concluded, the value of the Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts 
can be summarized as follows: 
 
1.1 The Aesthetic Value of Changsha Kiln Ceramics as Folk Crafts 
Through an overview of the changes of Changsha Kiln products 
throughout the history, Chapter 2 mainly discusses the characteristics of 
Changsha Kiln ceramics during its peak time, which represented the 
highest level of Changsha Kiln’s achievements and should be carefully 
studies for the purpose of restoring the ever-declining local ceramic 
culture in the contemporary age.   
 
The production of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts had the 
following features: (1) low profit margins, (2) low requirement for clay 
quality, (3) aiming to attract ordinary people, and (4) required to produce 
very strong and practical products to stand the coarse life of ordinary 
people[1]. These four production conditions, with the former two being 
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seeming disadvantages, have resulted in the birth of Changsha Kiln 
ceramic wares with unique beauty summarized, as shown in Figure 7-1: 
 
 
Figure 7-1 The Aesthetic Value of Changsha Kiln Ceramics as Folk Crafts 
 
Firstly, owing to feature (1), namely the low profit margins of folk craft 
production, the craftsmen in Changsha Kiln region had to produce as 
many products as possible with minimum materials in a given time. 
Various stroke-forms made by holding the brush in different ways became 
natural habit through years of repetition. Their works showed all the 
marks of routine production, in which craftsmen repeated the same 
designs thousands of times over and thus could produce extremely fine 
and powerful decoration. These works were common rather than 
individual property, folk rather than individual art[2]. The brushwork of 
these craftsmen, who work all day and every day, naturally tended to be 
simple and abstract without deep meanings, such as the dot patterns, 
stripe patterns, block patterns as well as irregular patterns. Moreover, due 
to the same reason, the decorations tended to be simplified and 
conventionalized patterns, such as the use of triangles for hills, zigzags 
for water, a few lines different in width for grass, and a few simple trees 
to represent a forest.  
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Secondly, because of feature (2)-the low clay quality, Changsha Kiln 
created fascinating under-glazed polychromatic paintings in order to win 
the fierce competition with other kilns producing refined white or celadon 
products. Moreover, the loose and low-quality clay just gave birth to the 
unique patterns with blurred edges, like traditional Chinese ink-wash 
paintings on a piece of traditional Chinese painting paper. 
 
Thirdly, due to feature (3), in order to attract the attention of ordinary 
people, Changsha Kiln drew inspiration from the ordinary life scenes 
with very beautiful rural life views, such as aquatic birds, wild geese, 
sparrows, aquatic plants and lotus.  
 
Lastly, for feature (4), Changsha Kiln produced many products with 
pumpkin shapes. From the perspective of mechanics, the products in 
pumpkin shapes were much stronger and more durable to stand the rough 
life of ordinary people. Meanwhile, it took less time to complete a 
product in pumpkin form than that in a regular form. Ordinary people 
also felt close to the pumpkins, which were ubiquitous in their daily life. 
Moreover, some products for very practical life purposes, such as 
grinding, exhibited unique beauty, which could not be found in other 
refined porcelain products. 
 
1.2 The Social Values of Changsha Kiln Ceramics as Folk Crafts 
The validation of the social values of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk 
crafts are based on the four aspects of ceramics-related living mentioned 
in Chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively.  
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As shown in Figure 7-2, the conclusions of Chapter 3 can be summarized 
as follows: (1) Changsha Kiln ceramic wares with poems were daily 
objects created for ordinary people. Almost all the poems were written by 
ordinary people. Ordinary customers bought these daily items either for 
their own daily uses or as presents to their friends for, say, celebrating 
their house moving or showing gratitude for friends’ hospitable treat.  2) 
Ceramic poems enriched ceramic functions. Besides all the practical 
functions, they also played a significant part in educating or moralizing 
ordinary people with all those plain truths like daily conversations, 
entertaining ordinary people with riddle or word-game poems, and 
starting a conversation and enhancing communication, with various 
poetic contents.  
 
Figure 7-2 Conclusions of Chapter 3 
As shown in Figure 7-3, the conclusions of Chapter 4 can be summarized 
as follows: (1) That ceramic materials in this region can be reused in such 
a thorough way results from the folk attribute of Changsha Kiln ceramics, 
which are mainly durable and heavy-duty daily items; (2) the awareness 
of no waste has been deeply entrenched into the minds of local residents; 
ceramic reusing has brought to local residents a happy and fulfilled life; 
ceramic reusing has stimulated shared values and sentiments among 
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community members, such as strong hometown pride and intimate 
community ties; ceramic reusing has contributed enormously to the 
preservation of local history and traditions; (3) the inheritance of the 
tradition of reusing ceramic materials for building and landscaping is 
determined by two factors: firstly, local residents’ awareness of the 
uniqueness of their buildings and landscapes with reused materials; 
secondly, local residents’ self-motivated efforts to reused ceramic 
materials to continuously improve their buildings and landscapes. 
 
Figure 7-3 Conclusions of Chapter 4 
As shown in Figure 7-4, the conclusions of Chapter 5 can be summarized 
as follows: (1) the ceramics-related food culture provides healthier, tastier 
food; (2) it cultivates the notions of fully utilizing daily items; and (3) it 
strengthens family ties and community ties. 
 
Figure 7-4 Conclusions of Chapter 5 
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As shown in Figure 7-5, the conclusions of Chapter 6 can be summarized 
as follows: (1) these ceramics-related events consistently served to bring 
stability and security to local residents who had led a tough life owing to 
the unpredictable ceramic production; and (2) they played an essential 
role in strengthening local community ties by providing local residents an 
opportunity for public prayer, communication and entertainment. 
 
Figure 7-5 Conclusions of Chapter 
 
Figure 7-6 The Social Values of Changsha Kiln Ceramics as Folk Crafts 
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In order to summarize the value of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts, 
the author would like to introduce again the term sustainable community 
previously mentioned in Chapter 4. As shown in Figure 7-6, based on the 
analyses of four aspects of ceramics-related living, the social values of 
Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts in shaping a sustainable 
community can be summarized as follows: 
 
1.2.1 Fostering the Sustainable Notion of No Waste 
Changsha Kiln ceramic culture fosters activities, which use ceramic 
products in continuous cycles in the life of local residents, which shows 
sound social acceptability of the sustainable notion of no waste.  
 
The no waste notion has been deeply entrenched in the minds of local 
residents, who tries to fully utilize ceramic products and tools in their 
daily life, such as the practice of reusing ceramic materials for building 
and landscaping in Chapter 4, reusing ceramics for food preparation 
mentioned in Chapter 5 and even in their non-daily life, such as the 
practice of reusing ceramic shards to build ceramic tower in the festival 
mentioned in Chapter 6. 
 
This sustainable notion of utilizing daily objects to the maximum, as a 
precious local treasure, will be a strong driving force for future regional 
development and thus should not be abandoned today and future. 
 
1.2.2 Providing a Secure and Happy Life  
Changsha Kiln ceramic culture enables its members to lead a secure, 
happy life (personal happiness). For instance, Chapter 4 mentions that 
ceramic reusing has provided urban residents a good opportunity for 
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growing healthy vegetable by themselves, such as the practice of reusing 
large vats for planting vegetables and of reusing large vats for containing 
and transporting manure; Chapter 5 mentions the tasty and healthy local 
delicacies that can be only made with the ceramic wares; Chapter 6 
discusses the ceramics-related events that brought a sense of security and 
stability to local residents, who led a tough and unsecured life through 
their unstable production of folk ceramics.  
 
1.2.3 Cultivating Shared Values and Sentiments 
Changsha Kiln ceramic culture contributes significantly to cultivating 
shared values and sentiments among the members of local community, 
such as intense hometown pride and attachment, strengthened human ties 
(Community Cohesion).  
 
For example, Chapter 3 analyzes that the ceramic wares with poems were 
often used as presents for, say, celebrating the house-moving or showing 
gratitude for friends’ hospitability. Moreover, the ceramic wares with 
poems could serve as conversation topics, which enhanced interpersonal 
communications. Chapter 4 mentions the pride of local residents in the 
buildings and landscapes constructed with reused ceramic materials and 
the close community tie through cooperative construction work with 
reused ceramic products. Chapter 5 analyzes the close family ties and 
other social ties solidified by the ceramics-related food culture. Chapter 6 
discusses the contribution of ceramics-related events to solidifying local 
community ties by providing local residents an opportunity for public 
prayer, communication and entertainment. 
 
1.2.4 Helping Preserve Local History and Traditions  
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Changsha Kiln ceramics enables local community to boast well-inherited 
tradition and history (Cultural Inheritance).  
 
The ceramic poems mentioned in Chapter 3 really deserve careful 
scrutiny. Outwardly, the practice of writing poems reflecting the thoughts 
and life of ordinary people on ceramic wares is an effective way to attract 
ordinary customer, which can still provide inspiration for contemporary 
product design. More importantly, these ceramic poems objectively 
served as an archive for recording the thoughts and life of the ordinary 
people more than 1000 years ago. In this sense, the value of ceramic 
wares with poems is enormous, especially considering the fact that 
human history is mainly concerned with influential figures, rather than 
ordinary people. 
 
Chapter 4 discusses that the buildings and landscapes with ceramic 
materials reused in different times have recorded the development of 
ceramic production in this region. Meanwhile, the practice of reusing 
ceramic materials for building and landscaping has continued as a local 
tradition since a long time ago.  
 
The food culture mentioned in Chapter 5 is closely related with ceramic 
wares, without which the unique food culture would also disappear. 
Chapter 6 probes into ceramics-related events, which have already 
vanished since a long time ago. The disappearance of these events means 
as well the extinguishment of a significant part of local ceramic culture. 
 
Based on the aforementioned analysis, the significant role of Changsha 
Kiln ceramics as folk crafts in shaping a sustainable community has been 
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persuasively validated. Bearing the concluding remarks above in mind, 
great importance should be attached to the folk attribute of Changsha 
Kiln ceramics during the process of restoring and revitalizing ceramic 
culture in the contemporary age. Obviously, only when the strengths of 
Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts are recognized, can the Changsha 
Kiln ceramic culture be restored and revitalized in the most effective way. 
 
2 Follow-up Actions 
Based on the doctoral research, the author will try to conduct the 
following activities: 
 
Firstly, as an industrial designer, to cooperate with local craftsmen for 
developing ceramic products, which reflect the essence of Changsha Kiln 
ceramics (especially those in the peak time) and satisfies the 
contemporary needs. For instance, to restore the technique of 
under-glazed polychromatic painting and develop related products  
 
Secondly, to make contribution to national projects or programs for 
revitalizing Changsha Kiln culture. During the revitalizing process the 
value of Changsha Kiln ceramics as folk crafts should be emphasized. 
For instance, large amounts of funds have been invested into the project 
of constructing Changsha Kiln Relic Park in order to restore Changsha 
Kiln ceramic culture. The construction is still underway. As part of the 
process, ceramics-related festivals can be restored. Moreover, some 
projects for improving local buildings and landscapes are also in the 
process now. Guidance should be provided on how to improve their 
buildings and landscapes with reused materials based on the endogenous 
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efforts of local residents. For example, to reuse the defected or broken 
reproduced products with under-glazed polychromatic paintings for local 
building and landscaping.   
 
Thirdly, as the initiator of Japanese Folk Craft Movement-Yanagi Soetse 
did in the 1930s, to initiate Chinese Folk Craft Movement, getting the 
Chinese people to realize the enormous value of folk crafts. 
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Appendix 1 Field Survey Interview 
 
 
In order to validate the value of Changsha Kiln ceramics, the author conducted questionnaire surveys 
and interviews with many open-ended questions in the field survey. The answers of the interviewees 
were recorded by field notes or a digital voice recorder. The author interviewed 113 people (91 male 
and 22 female) during the field survey altogether, including local residents (82), local craftsmen (19), 
governmental staff (7) as well as relevant experts and scholars (5). 
 
Chart 1 Interviewees 
 
 
Table 1 Open-ended Questions for Local Residents 
 
General questions 
+ Do you know Changsha Kiln has a glorious past? 
+ What do you think the unique features of Changsha Kiln ceramics? 
+ Do you think local ceramic tradition has been well preserved? 
+ Are you satisfied with the current situations of your hometown as a  
recognized ceramic producing region? 
+ How do you think of your hometown as a recognized ceramic producing region? 
+ Do you know local government tries to revitalize Changsha Kiln ceramic  
culture nowadays? Do you know their measures? How deeply are you involved  
in this process? 
75% 
17% 
7% 
1% 
Residents(82) Craftsmen(19) Governmental Staff(7) Experts and Scholars(5)
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+ What is your hope for your hometown in the future? 
 
About ceramic-related food culture 
+ What kind of food do you make using ceramic wares? 
+ How do you like these food?  
+ Have you ever had similar food in other places? If you have, what do you think  
the difference between them? 
+ Do you have any good memories concerning the food? 
+ Can you make the food with the ceramic tools? 
+ How do you make the food? 
+ Is the local tea made with ground ingredients unique in this region? 
+ Why do many people reuse vats to make smoked meat? Are there other  
ways to make it? Are there special ceramic tools to make it? 
+ Why do people (you) use many coarse tools, such as broken bricks,  
abandoned kitchen knife, and wooden sticks, during food preparation? Do  
they (you) consider them ugly?  
+ Do you still make the food today? Why? 
+ Except ceramic wares, can you use other tools to make the food today? 
+ Are there modern tools for making the food? 
+ Do you cook with ceramic stove and pot? Why? 
+ Do you often give the food you make to other people? To whom? What  
are their responses? 
 
About ceramic reusing 
+ Why do people (you) reuse ceramics for building and landscaping,  
instead of using other materials available? 
+ Do they work together or individually to complete the construction  
project with reused ceramics? 
+ Where do people (you) get these ceramics for reusing purposes? 
+ When were the reused ceramics made? Are they still being made today? 
+ Could you tell some interesting stories about the reused ceramics? 
+ Do you think the reused ceramics ugly or beautiful? 
+ Do you consider the building and landscapes with reused ceramics as a  
symbol of poverty? 
+ Do you think the building and landscapes with reused ceramics too  
shabby and should be replaced by fancy modern building materials? 
+ Do you think the building and landscapes with reused ceramics  
unique to this region? 
+ Are you proud of the building and landscaping with reused ceramics? Why? 
+ How do the ceramic reusing improve your life? Please give some examples. 
 
About Ceramic-related festivals  
  Appx-5 
+ Are (were) there any ceramic-related festivals or activities? 
+ Why are (were) these festivals or activities practiced? 
+ Are they still being practiced today? If not, when were they practiced? 
+ Please specify more details of the festivals. 
+ As to the practice of firing ceramic tower, why do you think it was practiced  
only in this region on the Mid-autumn Day, a traditional festival shared by  
all the Chinese people? 
+ Do you think it is a pity that all these ceramic-related non-daily  
events have disappeared? 
+ Do you think it is good and plausible to restore the lost festivals? 
 
 
 
 
Table 2 Open-ended Questions for Local Ceramic Craftsmen 
 
+ Do you know Changsha Kiln has a glorious past? 
+ What do you think the uniqueness of Changsha Kiln ceramics compared  
to other ones in China? 
+ How deeply are you involved in the process of revitalizing Changsha Kiln  
ceramics initiated by local government? 
+ What do you think are your strong points as to ceramic techniques? 
+ How well can you master the traditional skills of making Changsha Kiln  
ceramic wares? 
+ Have you received any help for your business from any outsiders,  
say, the local government? 
+ What kind of help do you want to receive in the future? 
+ Do you communicate a lot with other ceramic craftsmen? 
+ Do you prepare the materials all by yourself?  
+ What are your current difficulties?  
+ Why do you think young people are reluctant to be engaged in this field?  
How can attract young people to do so? 
+ What is your hope for your hometown in the future? 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 Open-ended Questions for Local Governmental Staff & Relevant Experts 
 
+ Do you know well about the history of Changsha Kiln ceramics? 
+ What do you think the uniqueness of Changsha Kiln ceramics compared to other 
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ones in China? 
+ Are there any measures taken by local governments to revitalize Changsha Kiln 
ceramic culture in the contemporary age? 
+ What do you think the weak points of these measures mentioned above? 
+ How can you improve these weak points? 
+ What are the difficulties during the restoration process? 
+ How deeply are you involved in the process of revitalizing Changsha Kiln ceramic 
culture today? 
+ Do you listen to local residents’ voice well during the restoration process? 
+ Do you listen to the voice of local craftsmen well? 
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Appendix 2 Ceramic Poems (English Version)  
Translated by the Author 
 
Notes:  (1) The English version follows the original version of the poems with Chinese characters used in Tang Dynasty； 
（2）○ represents the character that has not been interpreted yet; ◎represents the character that was somehow omitted; 
(3) In order to stay true to the original poems, archaic English has been used in many cases;  
(4) Source of the pictures: Changsha Kiln Editorial Board. Changsha Kiln Works (2). Hunan Fine Art Press: Changsha, 
2004 
  
1 Height: 19cm; Caliber: 9.2cm; Bottom Diameter: 10cm 2 Height (incomplete): 18cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.6 cm 
 
A spring pond is filled with fresh water flowing,
 
Spring grass is exuberantly growing, 
People are drinking spring wine full of fun, 
Spring birds are happily chirping spring song. 
     
A warm spring appeared in the holy water, 
The good news rapidly circulates further, 
In such a blessed place we live full of peace, 
‘Cause in our previous life we did good deeds. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 115.
 
3 Height: 23.7 cm; Caliber: 10.2 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.3 cm 4 Height: 18.1 cm; Caliber: 9.4 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.3 cm 
 
 
She had to negotiate many a mountain, 
Before reaching the Mongolian region, 
She should have heavily bribed the painter, 
If she had known the toughness of this journey earlier.   
 
Note: (1) This poem depicts an old tale about Wang Zhaojun who is 
considered as one of the four most beautiful women in ancient China, 
She refused to bribe the imperial painter who drew portraits of the 
female candidates for becoming the wife or concubines of the emperor. 
The painter drew her ugly on purpose. That’s why she failed to become 
the concubine of the Han emperor. Then she had to marry the Mongolian 
leader under the Han emperor’s order in order to establish friendly 
relationship with Mongolian kingdom. This poem portrays her tough 
journey to Mongolian region; (2)This poem is identical with poem 3. 
 
 
She had to negotiate many a mountain, 
Before reaching the Mongolian region, 
She would have heavily bribed the painter,  
If she had known the toughness of this journey earlier. 
 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 3. 
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5 Height: 21.5 cm; Caliber: 11.3 cm; Bottom Diameter: 13 cm 6 Height: 20 cm; Caliber: 10.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
  
 
 
Every day I plan my journey ahead,  
 And bid farewell to my friends sad, 
I have negotiated numerous mountains and rivers, 
And heard varying chirping sounds of birds. 
  
 Every day I plan my journey ahead,  
 And bid farewell to my friends sad, 
I have negotiated numerous mountains and rivers, 
And heard varying chirping sounds of birds. 
 
Note: This poem is similar to 5 with only minor differences. 
7 Height: 17.5 cm; Caliber: 9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.5 cm 8 Height: 18.5 cm; Caliber: 9.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.7 cm 
 
Their chants of sorrows the birds are wailing, 
As if they had known the sadness of our parting, 
Hope thou canst enjoy the bright moon, 
And other beautiful scenery in thy journey soon. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 8 and 9.
 
 
Their chants of sorrows the birds are wailing, 
As if they had known the sadness of our parting, 
Hope thou canst enjoy the bright moon, 
And other beautiful scenery in thy journey soon. 
 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 7 and 9.
 
9 Height (incomplete): 18 cm; Caliber: 9.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 10 Height: 25.1 cm; Caliber: 11.1 cm; Bottom Diameter: 13.3 cm 
 
Their chants of sorrows the birds are wailing, 
As if they had known the sadness of our parting, 
Hope thou canst enjoy the bright moon, 
And other beautiful scenery in thy journey soon. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 7 and 8.
 
 
Since we parted, thou hast been so far away, 
I know not thou shalt return on what day, 
A month has thirty days only, 
I miss thee every night lonely. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 11 and 12.
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11 Height: 21.9 cm; Caliber: 9.4 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.7 cm 12 Height (incomplete): 21.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
 
Since we parted, thou hast been so far away, 
I know not thou shalt return on what day, 
A month has thirty days only, 
I miss thee every night lonely. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 10 and 12. 
 
Since we parted, thou hast been so far away, 
I know not thou shalt return on what day, 
A month has thirty days only, 
I miss thee every night lonely. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 10 and 11. 
13 Height: 21.6 cm; Caliber: 11.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.5 cm 14 Height: 18 cm; Caliber: 8.3 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9 cm 
 
Being one thousand li [2] away from hometown, 
I am drinking from a cup filled with the wine of my 
anxieties,  
Do not worry about the tough journey ahead, 
Only to put the sail on, waiting for a good wind. 
Note: (1)This poem is similar to 14 with only minor differences. 
(2) Li, a Chinese unit of distance 
 
Being ten thousand li away from hometown, 
I am drinking from a cup filled with the wine of my 
anxieties, 
Only worried about the tough journey ahead, 
Anyway I will put the sail on, waiting for a good wind 
Note: This poem is similar to 13 with only minor differences.
 
 
15 Height: 16.7 cm; Caliber: 7.9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9 cm 16 Height: 23.5 cm; Caliber: 12 cm; Bottom Diameter: 15cm 
 
Small streams seawards flow, 
 In deep mountains birds tend to grow, 
 The hospitable hotel owner shows great ardor, 
 Travellers like to lodge here despite of the detour. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 16. 
Small streams seawards flow, 
 In deep mountains birds tend to grow, 
 The hospitable hotel owner shows great ardor, 
 Travellers like to lodge here despite of the detour. 
.
Note: This poem is identical with poem 15.
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17 Height: 17.6 cm; Caliber: 7.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 8.7 cm 18 Height (incomplete): 14 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 
 
We have to fight three wars every day, 
From hometown for decades have we been away, 
The general sits comfortably on the horse back, 
While soldiers sleep in the gelid snow, feeling dead. 
 
 
 
The other day thou becam’st beastly drunk, 
Not till yesterday didst thou sober up, 
Today I drink happily with thee again, 
Tomorrow we can drink more with larger cups. 
 
19 Height: 16.7 cm; Caliber: 7.9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9 cm 20 Height (incomplete): 18cm; Caliber: 8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.7 cm 
  
A guest should leave promptly after saying farewell to the 
host, 
Without saying thanks repeatedly for his hospitable treat, 
Just as an ox led to walk on a stone path, 
Leaves no hoof marks on the stone. 
 
 
I have been missing thee so much, 
Yet with nobody can I share my agony, 
I asked the wind to blow away the black clouds which 
cover the bright moon, 
So I can talk to the moon directly about my sorrows. 
21 Height: 19cm; Caliber: 10.4 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.2 cm 22 Height: 24 cm; Caliber: 11.6 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
 
As an ambitious man 
He should not stay confined to his hometown (in order to 
pursue success) 
The bright moon can be appreciated by all the people  
Gold can be found everywhere 
 
 
A guest should not enter directly the house of his host, 
 Doing so will irritate the host, 
After the guest knocks the door three to five times, 
The host will naturally come out to welcome him. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 23. 
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23 Height: 19.9 cm; Caliber:9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 24 Height (incomplete): 18 cm; Bottom Diameter: 8.9cm 
 
 
A guest should not enter directly the house of his host, 
 Doing so will irritate the host, 
After the guest knocks the door three to five times, 
The host will naturally come out to welcome him. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 22. 
 
In thy splendid mansion,  
Gathered many a distinguished guest, 
Today I will go back home, 
Without knowing how to express my gratitude for thy 
hospitability. 
 
25 Height: 17.6 cm; Caliber: 8.9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.6cm 26 Height: 17.5cm; Caliber: 9.1 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 
 
When thou wast born, 
I had not come to this world yet, 
Thou regret’st about my late birth, 
While I pity thine early nativity.  
Note: This poem is similar to 26 with only minor differences. 
 
When thou wast born, 
I had not come to this world yet, 
Thou regret’st about my late birth, 
While I pity thine early nativity.  
Note: This poem is similar to 25 with only minor differences. 
27 Height (incomplete): 17.5cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.6 cm 28 Height (incomplete): 18.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11cm 
 
We are living in a fair age, 
The Imperial Examination is open to everyone, 
Yet if a family has no student, 
It will not be graced with one of its members becoming a 
political official through the exam. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 28, similar to 29. 
 
We are living in a fair age 
The Imperial Examination is open to everyone, 
Yet if a family has no student, 
It will not be graced with one of its members becoming a 
political official through the exam. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 27, similar to poem 29. 
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29 Height (incomplete): 11.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.5 cm 30 Height (incomplete): 20.8cm; Bottom Diameter: 11cm 
 
 
We are living in a fair age, 
The Imperial Examination is open to everyone, 
Yet if a family has no student, 
There’ll be no hope that the family will be prosperous with 
one of its members becoming a political official through the 
exam. 
Note: This poem is similar to poem 27 and 28. 
 
In the north of the house is a stream flowing eastwards, 
In the south a good area of mountains and forests, 
Thy house is located in such a good place, 
A good sign that you will earn heavy money every day. 
Note: This poem is similar to poem 31 and identical with 32 and 116. 
31 Height (incomplete): 18.7 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.6 cm 32 Height (incomplete): 20.8cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.7 cm 
 
In the north of the house is a stream flowing eastwards, 
In the south a good area of flowers and forests, 
Thy house is located in such a good place, 
A good sign that you will earn heavy money every day. 
Note: This poem is similar to 30, 32 and 116. 
 
In the north of the house is a stream flowing eastwards, 
In the south a good area of flowers and forests, 
Thy house is located in such a good place, 
A good sign that you will earn heavy money every day. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 30 and 116 and similar to 31. 
33 Height : 18 cm; Caliber: 8.3 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 34 Height: 19.6 cm; Caliber: 9.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.5cm 
 
Note: This is a word game poem, which has four sentences 
 and the first four characters of each sentence constitute 
 its final character 
 
  
The customer looks hesitant 
about buying,  
While the seller are restlessly selling (worrying that the 
buyer won’t buy). 
Thus on the pitcher the seller writes a poem, 
Hoping that the buyer will like the pitcher 
and buy it.  
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35 Height (incomplete): 13 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.6cm 36 Height: 21.3 cm; Caliber: 9.3 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.3cm 
 
Time passes exorbitantly 
fast as we age, 
Like a fish living in ever-decreasing water, 
Hope you can cultivate upright demeanor 
And keep learning till death 
 
 
Since thou left’st, 
My love for thee has remained unchanged, 
Though there is a long distance between us, 
Do not save money by not coming back 
 
37 Height: 21.5 cm; Caliber: 11cm; Bottom Diameter: 12cm 38 Height: 18.5 cm; Caliber: 8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 8.5cm 
 
 
Since thou left’st, 
I have been missing thee all the time, 
Yet no letters come from thee, 
I weep uncontrollably with a broken heart, getting sleeves 
drenched with tears.   
 
  
 
 
 
A white jade is no real treasure, 
One thousand pieces of gold are not indispensable, 
I aspire to read thousands of books, 
With all of them kept in my heart. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 41. 
 
39 Height (incomplete): 17.4 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.2cm 40 Height (incomplete): 19.4cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.5 cm 
 
All men are philanderers, 
Vainly try to win their hearts but only get mentally 
exhausted, 
They will come to you when you are rich 
Yet pretend not to know you when you are poor 
 
 
 
Do not steal, 
Being gluttonous and lazy, stealers lead a parasitic life, 
No excuses for theft, 
Stealers should forsake the depraved way of life and 
return the path of virtue 
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41 Height (incomplete): 16.6 cm; Bottom Diameter: 7.1cm 42 Height (incomplete): 24 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.4cm 
 
A white jade is no real treasure, 
One thousand pieces of gold are not needed, 
I aspire to read thousands of books, 
With all of them kept in my heart. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 38. 
 
 
A gurgling stream can be heard but cannot be seen 
Many stones can be seen but no mountain 
A golden bottle contains many broken jades 
Hung on the branch of a tree 
Note: This is a riddle poem (answer: megranate) 
43 Height (incomplete): 13 cm 44 Height (incomplete): 13.6cm 
 
 
One plum tree grows two branches, 
These two branches blossom at different times every year, 
 The southern branch blossomed in full bloom last night, 
 There are even no flower buds on the northern branch 
yet. 
 
 
After so many unexpected separations, 
It is hard to shed any tears when separating, 
With my hair turning white due to extreme sadness, 
I send you off with reluctance. 
 
45 Height: 15 cm; Caliber: 7.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 7.8 cm 46 Height: 18.6cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.2 cm 
 
Friends often have to part, 
I shed more tears for thy departure, 
Hope thou canst enjoy the bright moon, 
And other beautiful scenery in your journey ahead. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 46.
 
 
 
Friends often have to part, 
I shed more tears for thy departure, 
Hope thou canst enjoy the bright moon, 
And other beautiful scenery in your journey ahead. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 45.
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  Appx-15 
47 Length: 10.4 cm; Width: 8.7 cm 48 Height (incomplete): 22 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
 
A broken sword cannot be used, 
A defective pearl is of less value, 
Even a single stain on a lotus flower, 
Would make people feel pity. 
 
 
If not properly dressed, 
Thou wilt feel ashamed before others, 
Walking with no grace, 
And sitting in the most inconspicuous position. 
 
49 Height: 18.2 cm; Caliber: 8.8cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.4 cm 50 Height: 18.5 cm; Caliber: 9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10cm 
 
A single bamboo grows in a fertile mountain, 
It feels unsecured all the time, 
While managing to enjoy the warmth of the sunlight, 
It will always get hit by the howling north wind. 
 
Living far away from hometown, 
I have to endure much suffering. 
But if there were a smooth way, 
No one would choose the rugged mountain path. 
51 Height (incomplete): 11 cm 52 Height (incomplete): 12 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.5 cm 
 
Living far away from hometown, 
I have to endure much suffering, 
… 
 
 
 
I tried to escape drinking wine, 
Yet was forced to drink more, 
 Thus, why not enjoy the wine,  
And drink for a bright future. 
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 Appx-16 
53 Height (incomplete): 12 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9cm 54 Height: 18.6 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 
 
 
Every family has a bride, 
Grooms can also be found everywhere, 
If a marriage is based on true love, 
Every bride can live happily with her lovely husband. 
 
 
The green bamboo woods are flourishing, 
A line of swan geese are flying to the north, 
Today is a holiday, 
Thus students are let go back home early.  
 
55 Height: 17.7 cm; Caliber: 9.2cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.5 cm 56 Height: 18.3 cm; Caliber: 9.3 cm; Bottom Diameter:  10.2cm 
 
 
 
The plum trees back on the street, 
Have not fully blossomed this spring, 
Easy for a new-born flower to come out of its bud, 
Yet hard for it to survive the shady environment. 
 
 
I am dead drunk all day, 
And cannot distinguish east from west, 
Yet as long as I drink while playing the drinkers’ wager 
game, 
Sober enough will I be to compose a good poem. 
Note: in Tang Dynasty, drinking wine while composing poems is a 
prevalent social custom.
 
 
57 Height: 17.2 cm; Caliber: 7.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9 cm 58 Height: 23.5 cm; Caliber: 10.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.5 cm 
 
Who is that enchanting girl aged sixteen or so? 
She is washing off her makeups by the river, 
Her pink power flows away with water,  
And her body aroma is dispersed far away by the wind. 
 
 
Being a guest in thy home for so many days, 
I have bothered thee a lot, 
No gold do I have to repay thee, 
I can only express my gratitude by writing this poem. 
Note: This poem is similar to poem 60 with only minor differences.
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  Appx-17 
59 Height: 18.8 cm; Caliber: 10.2cm; 60 Height (incomplete): 18.8 cm; Caliber: 10.2 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11 cm 
 
I have been away from home so long, 
Too often do I suffer from homesickness, 
 A tall tree have I seen during my journey, 
I intend to use this tree to construct a high tower on which I 
can see my hometown easily. 
 
Being a guest in thy home for so many days, 
I have bothered thee a lot, 
No gold do I have to repay thee, 
I can only express my gratitude by writing this poem. 
Note: This poem is similar to poem 58 with only minor differences.
 
61 Height: 22.5 cm; Caliber: 10.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 13 cm 62 Height: 19 cm; Caliber: 9.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.5 cm 
 
Even in this scorching canicule didn’t I have to cool myself 
down by fanning with hands, 
In the shade of a tree near the cascade, 
I took off my hat and put it on my stomach, 
With cool breeze refreshing myself regularly. 
 
 
I came to be thy guest, 
And know not when we will meet again after separation, 
Nothing I have to express my gratitude, 
 I can only leave thee these words to show my feeling. 
63 Height: 19 cm; Caliber: 9.4 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.1 cm 64 Height: 23.6 cm; Caliber: 1.6 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.5 cm 
 
 
To often do I come here to be thy guest, 
And bother thee a lot, 
No gold do I have to repay thee, 
I can only leave thee a pair of leather shoes. 
 
  
 
Fire is forbidden and thus there’s no smoke on Cold Food 
Day, 
Yet pine trees are surrounded by smoke-like mist, 
Birds are chirping happily on the willow trees with new 
sprouts, 
People are kneeling down before the tombs to cherish 
the memory of the deceased. 
Note: (1) The Cold Food Day, also know as The Tomb Sweeping Day, is the 
day that Chinese people go to sweep the tombs of their deceased family 
members in early spring. (2) This poem is similar to Poem 69 with only 
minor differences. 
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 Appx-18 
65 Height (incomplete): 12.7 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.4 cm 66 Height: 17.4 cm; Caliber: 9.1 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.5 cm 
 
 
Note: A game poem with each character having the part of “辶”
 
 
 
Half of the branches of a plum tree grown by someone, 
Reach within the yard of his neighbors, 
Yet the neighbor does not really mind it 
For he thinks his yard is spacious enough to spare 
some room for the plum branches. 
 
67 Height: 19.2 cm; Caliber: 9.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11 cm 68 Height: 17.9 cm; Caliber: 9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10cm 
 
Owing to the bad harvest last year, 
I do not have enough money to buy wine this spring, 
Being afraid that flowers and birds will laugh at me, 
I pretend to be dead drunk, lying in a pavilion. 
 
Owing to the bad harvest last year, 
I do not have enough money to buy wine this spring, 
Being afraid that flowers and birds will laugh at me, 
I pretend to be dead drunk, lying down in a pavilion. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 65. 
69 Height: 25.7 cm; Caliber: 12.2 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.5 cm 70 Height: 23 cm; Caliber: 13 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
 
 Fire is forbidden and thus there’s no smoke on Cold Food 
Day, 
Yet pine trees are surrounded by smoke-like mist, 
Birds are chirping happily on the willow trees with new 
sprouts, 
People are kneeling down before the tombs to cherish the 
memory of the deceased. 
Note: This poem is similar to Poem 64 with only minor differences. 
 
Suddenly I stood up and shouted loudly, 
What is the definition of a successful man? 
If informed and erudite, 
 I don’t need to worry about my future. 
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  Appx-19 
71 Height: 17.5 cm; Caliber: 8.4 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.7 cm 72 Height: 19 cm; Caliber: 8.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.5 cm 
  
 
 
People went south ten thousand miles away, 
Wild geese flew north in late spring, 
 O, my dear friend, I know not the time, 
When we can meet each other again. 
 
  
Two messenger birds flied onto the boat mast, 
Asking the boat owner to send a ‘heavy’ family letter, 
The bird confirmed repeatedly if the boat is strong 
enough, 
 To carry such a heavy letter. 
Note: The family letter is heavy because the emotion embodied in the 
letter is ‘heavy’. 
73 Height (incomplete): 17.7 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 74 Height (incomplete): 14.6 cm; Caliber: 9.2 cm; Bottom Diameter: 7.9 cm 
 
 
Ever since coming to this imperial palace, 
I have often wept before the lonely lamp, 
Confined in my cage-like house that very few people visit, 
I am plunged into the abyss of despair. 
 
 
I am not acquainted with the house owner, 
Yet I entered the house and sat down in its garden 
which had attracted me, 
In such a beautiful garden should we sit down together 
to drink and talk happily though we don’t know each 
other, 
Worry not about the money to buy the wine for I had 
enough in my pocket. 
75 Height (incomplete): 18.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.5 cm 76 Height (incomplete): 11 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
 
Since coming to this city, 
 I have been attracted by its old wine, 
 I drink the good wine while playing Chinese violin, 
Getting beastly drunk under a spring willow tree all day. 
 
 
Please write letters to me regularly after thou leav’st, 
I would get worried without hearing from thee, 
Act not like a water-drawing kettle dropped into a well, 
Which disappears without a trace.  
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 Appx-20 
77 Height (incomplete): 13 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.5 cm 78 Height: 23.5 cm; Caliber: 10.1 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.1 cm 
 
 
Intoxicated with the wine fragrance spread by the spring wind, 
We are sitting around this red-clay furnace, 
What a nice morning today, 
Why don’t we have a good drink together? 
Note: This poem is similar to poem 91. 
 
Year by year I have to live far away from home, 
 Just like a guest living under somebody else’s roof, 
Every time I see the plum blossoms in other places, 
I will always think of those in my home backyard. 
79 Height (incomplete): 23.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 13 cm 80 Height: 16.7 cm; Caliber: 8.2 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.2 cm 
 
Year by year I have to live far away from home, 
 Just like a guest living under somebody else’s roof, 
Every time I see the plum blossoms in other places, 
I will always think of those in my home backyard. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 78 and 80. 
  
 
Year by year I have to live far away from home, 
 Just like a guest living under somebody else’s roof, 
Every time I see the plum blossoms in other places, 
I will always think of those in my home backyard. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 78 and 79. 
81 Height (incomplete): 22.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 13.1 cm 82 Height: 16 cm; Caliber: 7.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 8.5 cm 
 
Seabirds hover among the ocean waves, 
And mountains are surrounded by flowing clouds, 
Oars break the moon reflected in water, 
And the boat runs steadily over the reflected sky on the 
water’s surface. 
 
 
You happened to come near to my place, 
I went out to meet you at dusk, 
Just as a beautiful white cloud can not last forever, 
We had to separate with reluctance ‘cause you would 
return your faraway hometown alone. 
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  Appx-21 
83 Height: 23.1 cm; Caliber: 9.1 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.8 cm 84 Height: 17.5 cm; Caliber: 8.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.3 cm 
 
Note: Further study on this poem required 
 
  
 
 
When thou searchest thy gods on purpose, 
Thou shalt not find them, 
When thou sittest down silently, 
Thou wilt see tathagata.  
Note: This poem is identical with poem 86 and 87. 
 
85 Height (incomplete): 14 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.3 cm 86 Height (incomplete): 18.6 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 
 
Flowers smile happily when spring comes, 
Leaves get sad when spring goes, 
It is easy to get one thousand pieces of gold, 
Yet difficult to stop time passing relentlessly. 
 
 
 
When thou searchest thy gods on purpose, 
Thou shalt not find them, 
When thou sittest silently, 
Thou wilt see tathagata.  
Note: This poem is identical with poem 84 and 87.
 
87 Height (incomplete): 18.3 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.5 cm 88 Height: 22.3 cm; Caliber: 11cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
 
When thou searchest thy gods on purpose, 
Thou shalt not find them, 
When thou sittest silently, 
Thou wilt see tathagata.  
Note: This poem is identical with poem 84 and 86. 
 
The new year has come after the old one, 
The new emperor has succeeded the old one, 
This year has seen the end of the old throne, 
And ushered in a new epoch which we hope will last for 
one thousand years. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem112. 
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 Appx-22 
89 Height: 20.2 cm; Caliber: 10.2 cm; Bottom Diameter: 11.3 cm 90 Height (incomplete): 17.9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.8 cm 
 
I walked leisurely around the lake all day, 
White clouds were reflected in the deep limpid water, 
I saw a beautiful lotus flower in the water out of my reach, 
Which seemed to laugh at me-a professional picker of 
lotus seeds. 
 
 
 
It ripples the pond water, 
Swirls the sand on the riverbank, 
Startles the forest birds, 
And sweeps the fallen flowers in the garden. 
Note: This is a riddle poem. 
91 Height: 22.8 cm; Caliber: 10.3 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.9 cm 92 Height: 17.1 cm; Caliber: 6 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 
 
The gentle August breeze wafts the fragrance of wine, 
We are sitting around this red-clay furnace, 
What a nice evening, 
 Why don’t we have a drink together? 
Note: This poem is similar to poem 77. 
 
The blue stones and water, 
Lead a happy and peaceful life in the lake, 
Instead, I am far away from hometown, suffering from 
homesickness, 
Thus I‘ll write to invite my family and friends to visit my 
house soon. 
93 Height (incomplete): 20 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12 cm 94 Height: 19 cm; Caliber: 9 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.7 cm 
 
I have already finished my family letter for two months, 
 But nobody can send the letter for me, 
Then I ask Hongyan to do me a favor, 
Yet the bird cannot fly in such a brutally cold, snowy 
weather as well. 
Note: Hongyan is one type of bird, which could be used to send letters in 
ancient China. 
 
 
We hadn’t gotten acquainted with each other before, 
Just now, we met as if we had known each other for 
long; 
We have so many so-called friends, 
 Yet who can be our soul mates? 
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95 Height: 19 cm; Caliber: 10.3 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 96 Height (incomplete): 11cm; 
 
Thou hast been far away from me, 
I am not in the mood to play any musical instrument, 
In my empty house, I looked up to gaze at the moon, 
My heart was all alone but for its dreams of thee! 
 
 
I carry a long sword emitting pale, sad light every night,  
And longingly gaze at the direction of Hometown’s tower 
every morning, 
O, this maudlin, sentimental night! 
The moonlights shine on the wretched, lonely heart of 
mine. 
Note: This poem is almost identical with poem 97. 
97 Height: 17.3 cm; Caliber: 8.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 9.7 cm 98 Height: 14.9cm; Caliber: 6.7 cm; Bottom Diameter: 7.7cm 
 
I carry a long sword emitting pale, sad light every night,  
And longingly gaze at the direction of Hometown’s tower 
every morning, 
O, this maudlin, sentimental night! 
The moonlights shine on the wretched, lonely heart of 
mine. 
Note: This poem is almost identical with poem 96. 
  
Note: Further study on this poem required 
 
99 Height: 18 cm; Caliber: 9.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.2cm 100 Height (incomplete): 15.1 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.2 cm 
 
In this bamboo grove, 
New twigs are shooting up, 
The twigs can be used for making writing brush, 
The writing brush for writing beautiful poems. 
Note: This poem is almost identical with poem 100. 
 
 
In this bamboo grove/New bamboo sprouts are shooting 
up/The new sprouts can be used to make ink brush/The 
ink brush can be used to write a beautiful poem. 
Note: This poem is almost identical with poem 99. 
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101 Height (incomplete): 20 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.2 cm 102 Height: 20.8 cm; Caliber: 11 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.5 cm 
 
A willow tree in the east yard has grown for so many years, 
Yet it still has no lush foliage, 
Oh, Willow, you should not blame the sun, 
For not sufficiently shining on you. 
 
 
O, the long, long night, 
I could not fall asleep till this late night, 
Thinking of my husband serving in the army, 
I anxiously went out to ask his former battle companions 
about his situations. 
Note: This poem is almost identical with poem 104. 
103 Height: 22.8 cm; Caliber: 11.4 cm; Bottom Diameter: 14 cm 104 Height: 18.8 cm; Caliber: 9.8 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.8 cm 
 
A brown steed is drinking water by a green stream, 
Its cheek moves regularly with repeated respiration, 
 Its hoofs tread on their reflections in water, 
Its mouth kisses ardently with the inverted image as well. 
 
 
O, the long, long night, 
I could not fall asleep till this late night, 
Thinking of my husband serving in the army, 
I anxiously went out to ask his former battle companions 
about his situations. 
Note: This poem is almost identical with poem 102. 
105 Height (incomplete): 14.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 8.6 cm 106 Height: 21.7 cm; Caliber: 11 cm; Bottom Diameter: 12.5 cm 
 
What color are the new leaves of spring willows, 
Everyone has his answer, 
Yet upon seeing the peach and prune trees, 
No one would argue about their pink, lovely blossoms. 
 
 
I linger around by the river bank， 
Praying for the well-being of my family，yet we are still 
desperately poor， 
As the weather turns cold, the yellow leaves are about to 
fall， 
Yet who can give us some thick clothes to prevent the 
coming brutal coldness? 
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  Appx-25 
107 Height (incomplete): 18.6 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10 cm 108 Height: 18.5cm; Caliber: 10.5 cm; Bottom Diameter: 10.5 cm 
 
She is not too tall or too short,  
And suitable for both heavy and light make-ups, 
When she drinks, her pink powder drops in the wine, 
And her fragrant lip rouge remains on the cup edge 
 
  
A broken mirror cannot be repaired, 
A falling flower cannot be put back to its original branch, 
If you come to the end of a river and cannot find a way 
out, 
Why not sit down calmly and appreciate the wandering 
white clouds. 
109 Length: 13 cm; Width: 8.1 cm; Height: 7.3 cm 110 Length: 13.2 cm; Width: 8.3 cm; Height: 7.5 cm 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wearing a blouse as red as the rising sun and a skirt like a 
lotus leaf, 
This girl likes watching spring flowers and never gets tired 
of them, 
She goes to the dresser to rouge her lips again and again, 
Longing eagerly for her beloved one. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Her skin is as white as snow, as smooth as silk, and her 
body as soft as cotton, 
She wears an enthralling short-sleeve blouse and 
indistinct silk shawl, 
He rushed to the bed with clothes scattered loosely, 
And wake up to find his flower-like lover lie beside him 
with a big smile in the morning. 
 
Note: This poem depicts a couple spending a happy night together 
（Maybe on their nuptial night）
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111 Height: 3.8 cm; Caliber: 14.7 cm 112 Height: 3.3 cm; Caliber: 12.6 cm 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sea birds fly about far and near, 
People play joyfully in water from west to east, 
White clouds roam around leisurely in the sky, 
The bright moon shines on both the upstream and 
downstream of the river. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The new year has come after the old one, 
The new emperor has succeeded the old one, 
This year has seen the end of the old throne, 
And ushered in a new epoch which we hope will last for 
one thousand years. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem88. 
113 Height: 4 cm; Caliber: 13.5 cm 114 Height: 4.2 cm; Caliber: 14.7 cm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A girl lives near a green lake, 
Who just learned picking lotus seeds, 
She dared not go to pick the lotus seeds in deep waters, 
Only to reach the lotus by a safer way, picking seeds as 
much as she could.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I will add more wine to your cup 
Let us dance together 
Do not worry about being drunk and forgetting the time 
I will send you back home tomorrow 
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115 Height: 4.2 cm; Caliber: 13.5 cm 116 Height: 4.3 cm; Caliber: 14.4 cm 
 
A warm spring appeared in the holy water, 
The good news rapidly circulates further, 
In such a blessed place we live full of peace, 
‘Cause in our previous life we did good deeds.  
 
In the north of the house is a stream flowing eastwards, 
In the south a good area of mountains and forests, 
Thy house is located in such a good place, 
A good sign that thou wilt earn heavy money every day. 
Note: This poem is identical with poem 30, and 32; similar to poem 31. 
 117 Height: 17 cm; Caliber: 13.5 cm 118 Height: 6.4 cm; Caliber: 20 cm 
 
 
After drinking three cups of wine for erasing my sadness, 
I began to feel dizzy and faint, 
 Like a sharp sword piercing my body, 
The wine only increased my agony. 
 
 
A wild goose is flying south alone, 
Against the piercingly cold wind, 
A woman is pining for her husband who joined the 
frontier army, 
She goes to the post house for her husband’s news two 
times a day, morning and evening.   
119 120 
 
A spring pond is filled with fresh water flowing,
 
Spring grass is exubriantly growing, 
… 
Note: The content of this shard corresponds with part of poem 1. 
 
 
Every day I plan my journey ahead,  
 And bid farewell to my friends sad, 
… 
Note: The content of this shard corresponds with part of poem 5 and 
6. 
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Appendix 3 The Clustering of the Ceramic Poems 
Using KJ Method 
 
 
Clustering of KJ Method  
  Appx-29 
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Appendix 4 Selected Photos of the Field Survey in 
Changsha Kiln Region  
Note Appendix 4 includes selected photos of the field survey, which are not suitable for being included 
in the main contents of the paper yet useful for helping readers gain a better understanding of Changsha 
Kiln. 
 
 
Changsha Kiln Relics 
 
A Roof with Reused Tiles (Tongguan) 
 
An Overview of Local Houses (Tongguan) 
 
A Local Dragon Kiln 
 
Refractory Bricks made by a Craftsman 
 
A Push Plate Kiln 
 
A Gas Kiln 
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The Technique of Coil-building for Making Large 
Vats 
 
The Tools to Add Patterns to Product 
 
A Piece of Cloth for Smoothing the Product Surface 
 
Ceramic Shards on the Bank of Xiang River 
 
A Craftsman Signing for His Sculpture Works 
 
Ceramic Garbage 
 
A Ceramic Lion in Front of a Craftsman’s House 
 
Making Ceramic Sculpture 
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Clay for Reusing 
 
Simple Tools 
 
A Gas Kiln Full of Products 
 
Tools to Test the Effects of Paintings 
 
Abandoned Products in a Local Factory 
 
The Ceramic products of a Local Workshop 
 
Shaping a Pitcher with Hands 
 
Large Vats Reused for Containing Clay 
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Appendix 5 The Field Survey in Japan’s Seto and 
Tokoname Ceramic Producing Regions 
-The Buildings and Landscapes with Reused Ceramic Materials 
 
Table A4-1 Basic Design Elements Extracted from the Reused Ceramic Tools (Seto) 
 Pictures Original Function Reusing Arrangement 
 
1 A Sagger 
（Cylindrical 
Type） 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
A saggar is a 
ceramic container used 
in the firing 
of pottery to enclose 
or protect ware 
in kilns. 
 
   
The side of the sagger 
front-facing 
 
The bottom of the sagger 
front-facing 
 
2 A Sagger 
（Cuboid Type） 
 
 
 
 
ibid. 
 
 
The bottom of the sagger 
front-facing 
 
3 A 
Supporting 
Rod 
 
 
  
A supporting rod is a 
ceramic support for 
firing shelf boards 
during ceramic firing. 
 
 
 
The top or bottom of the rod 
front-facing 
 
4 A Firing 
Shelf Board 
 
 
 
 
 
A firing shelf board is 
refractory board on 
which ceramic bisques 
are placed during 
ceramic firing. 
    
The side of the board  
front-facing, tilted 
 
The side of the board 
front-facing, horizontal 
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The top or bottom of the board 
front-facing 
 
 
Table A4-2 Design Examples (Seto) 
 Photos Design Analysis 
1 A Wall 
with 
Reused 
Shelf 
Boards, 
Support
ing Rods 
and 
Saggers 
 
 
 
 
2 An 
Embank
-ment 
with 
Reused 
Saggers 
 
 
 
3 A 
Fence 
with 
Reused 
Shelf 
Boards 
and 
Support
ing rods  
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4 A wall 
with 
Reused 
Shelf 
Boards, 
saggers 
and 
Support
ing rods 
 
 
  
 
Table A4-3 Basic Design Elements Extracted from the Reused Ceramic Products (Tokoname) 
 Pictures 
Original 
Function 
Reusing Arrangement 
1 A Ceramic 
Bottle 
 
 
 
 
Used for 
containing 
wine or 
sulfuric 
acid 
 
The top of the bottle front-facing 
 
The bottom of the bottle front-facing 
 
 
2 A Ceramic 
Pipe 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Used in 
sewerage 
system 
 
The top of the pipe front-facing 
 
The side of the pipe front-facing 
 
The bottom of the pipe front-facing 
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3 A Cable Pipe 
 
 
 
 
 
Used for 
containing 
and 
protecting 
cables 
(the 
number 
of the 
hole is 1, 
4 or 6) 
 
The side of the pipe front-facing 
 
The top or bottom of the rod 
front-facing 
4 Supporting 
Ring 
 
 
 
Used for 
supporting 
products 
during kiln 
firing 
 
The annular surface or part of the 
annular shape, arranged parallel with 
the ground 
 
Table A4-4 Design Examples (Tokoname) 
 Photos Design Analysis 
1 An 
Embank
ment 
with 
Reused 
Bottles 
   
2 A 
Road 
with 
Reused 
Support
ing 
Rings 
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3 A Wall 
with 
Reused 
Cable 
Pipes 
 
 
 
4 The 
Foundat
ions 
with 
Reused 
Large 
and 
Small 
Pipes 
(Small 
Pipes 
inserted 
into or 
interspe
rsed 
among 
Large 
Ones) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Selected Photos of the Field Survey in Seto and Tokoname 
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Reused Saggers with House Marks (Seto) 
 
A Wall with Reused Ceramic Materials (Seto) 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
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Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
 
Tokoname Region 
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Appendix 6 The PowerPoint Presentatioin and Script 
 
Appx6-1 PowerPoint Slides 
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Appx6-2 Japanese Script 
 
P１ こんにちは、デザイン文化計画研究室の王宝升です。これから、わたしの博士論文（は
くしろんぶん）の概要を発表させていただきます。「民芸としての長沙窯陶磁器の価値」に関
する研究です。よろしくお願いいたします。 
 
P２ まず、研究の背景と長沙窯の概要を説明します。長沙窯は、中国湖南省長沙市旺城（お
うじょう）にあります。長沙窯の全盛期は唐代の中 後期（ちゅうこうき）から五代時代の終
わりまでです。 
 
P３ 唐代、中国北部（ほくぶ）は主に白磁器（はくじき）、南部は青磁器の産地として、その
名（な）を世界にとどろかせていました。長沙窯は、そのいずれでもなく、独自に釉下多彩と
いう下絵塗り（したえぬり）技術を創出（そうしゅつ）し、他の地域ですでに優位（ゆうい）
に立っていた白磁器 青磁器の絶対的（ぜったいてき）地位（ちい）を脅か（おびやか）した
のです。 
 
ｐ４ この世界地図は長沙窯の産品が、世界の２０ヶ国（にじゅっかこく）以上の国々に輸出
されたルートを示しています。輸出国（ゆしゅつこく）としては、例えば、朝鮮、日本、フィ
リピン、タイ、インドネシア、シンガポール、スリランカ、パキスタン、オマーン、イラク、
サウジアラビアなどが知られていますが、特にイスラム諸国（しょこく）では人気がありまし
た。 
 
P５ 次に、長沙窯が現在いかに知られるようになったかを紹介しますが、驚くほど、歴史的
記録（きろく）が残っていません。それでも、１９５０年代に引き上げされた長沙窯の遺跡を
通して少しはその歴史が明（あき）らかになってきました。さらに、１９９８年にインドネシ
ア近くの海域で引き上げられた難破船（なんぱせん）の中に、約５００００個（ごまんこ）の
唐代の長沙窯の産品が積み込まれており貴重（きちょう）な考古学（こうこがく）・歴史学の
資料となっています。これはこの難破船（なんぱせん）で発見された皿に長沙窯の場所の名前
が書いてあるものです。 
 
P６一般的に長沙窯の変遷（へんせん）は４つの時期に区分して説明されます。具体（ぐたい）
的には、唐代の中期以前の青磁を中心に栄（さか）えた時代から、唐代の中 後期から五代時
代の終わりまでの多彩磁器へと移行し、過渡期を経（へ）て近代（きんだい）の陶器を中心と
した時代です。陶器時代以前では、長沙窯は、主に小型（こがた）の磁器産品を産出しました。
例えば、瓶、皿、碗、壷、水差しとかがありました。宋代と元代の過渡期を経て、長沙窯の形
態は徐々に変わっていったのです。たとえば、樽（たる）、かわら、パイプ、かめなどの大き
な陶器産品を生産し始めました。 
 
P７ この変化は 1960 年代に入（はい）っても、引き続き（ひきつづき continuously）見ら
れます。ご覧の左（ひだり）の写真は地元の埠頭（ふとう）にあった樽（たる）です。その他
（た）のサンプルは１９８０年代に多様な用途（ようと）に対応（たいおう）して作られた陶
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器です。 
 
P８ さらに、２１世紀に入って、中国の他の多くの陶磁器産地と同様（どうよう）、生活陶器
を産出した長沙の地元の工場（こうじょう）と工房の多くは、ほぼ消滅（しょうめつ）してし
まいました。そして、一方では、美術品（びじゅつひん）を製作（せいさく）する工房が増え
てきました。この写真のように、それらの美術品は地元らしさがなく、地域文化が継承（けい
しょう）されているとは言えません。 
 
P９ 今日（こんにち）の長沙窯の直面（ちょくめん）する課題（かだい）を要約（ようやく）
すると以下のようになります。近代化（きんだいか）に伴（ともな）って、地域社会の絆は弱
（よわ）まり、伝統習慣（しゅうかん）・地域のアイデンティティは消失（しょうしつ）して
しまいました。 それは伝統的な地域社会の崩壊を意味します。盲目（もうもく）的に物質（ぶ
っしつ）的な生活を追求し、故郷への誇りも愛着もなくし、安全感・安心感もなく不幸だと感
じている人々が増えています。長沙窯地域、その住民（じゅうみん）たちも同じような社会問
題に直面しているのです。 
 
P１０ それでは、本論文の社会的課題を整理し説明します。伝統的な地域社会の崩壊（ほう
かい）の原因の一つは長沙窯陶磁文化の衰退（すいたい）です。長沙窯文化をあるべき姿（す
がた should be）として再興するため、様々な関係者が努力しています。しかしながら、この
過程（かてい）において、多くの問題があります。例えば、商品開発の方向性が固（かた）ま
っていない事。長沙窯陶磁器に関する生活文化（せいかつぶんか）についての研究はほとんど
されていない事。望ましくないと思われる建設（けんせつ）プロジェクトが進行していること。
長沙窯陶磁文化の再興のための重要（じゅうよう）なポイントは、長沙窯文化の本質を知るこ
とです。それを踏（ふ）まえて、「民芸品」としての長沙窯産品の価値を検証（けんしょう）
することがこの論文の目的となります。この目的が達成（たっせい）されれば前のスライドで
述べた問題の解決に役（やく）に立つはずです。 
 
P11 本研究は民芸品としての長沙窯陶磁器の価値を検証し、将来の長沙窯陶磁器文化復興（ふ
っこう）の一助（いちじょ０）とすることを目的としました。具体的には、民芸としての長沙
窯 の審美的価値と陶磁器にかかわる生活文化に関する側面を以下の５つの領域において分析
したものです：（１）長沙窯製品の特徴；（２）庶民の感情表現媒介としての長沙窯陶磁器に書
かれた詩；（３）構造物 景観創造に関する陶磁器再利用； （４）陶磁器に関する食文化；（５）
陶磁器に関する祭り。今日（ほんじつ）の発表は、限られた時間の中で、最初の３つの研究領
域を中心に行（おこなう）うこととさせていただきます。 
 
P 1２ 民芸といえば、柳宗悦（やなぎ そうえつ）が１９２０年代に民芸運動を始めたこと
はよく知られています。民芸運動とは日常的な暮らしの中で使われてきた手仕事（てしごと）
の日用品（にちようひん）の中に「実用（じつよう）の美」を見出し（みいだし）、活用する
日本独自の運動です。彼の民芸理論によると、工芸品は高貴（こうき）な工芸品と美術品と民
芸品という３つの種類に分けられます。 このような分類からすると長沙窯製品はまさに民芸
品です。 
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P1３  研究方法ですが、研究領域（１）と（２）の分析は湖南美術出版社が三巻（さんかん）
にわけて２００４年に出版している「長沙窯」という文献を中心に行いました。研究領域（３）
の分析は長沙窯地区での現地調査に基（もと）づいています。 
 
P１４ 調査地域についてですが、丸い緑色で囲った場所は、唐の時代の長沙窯産品（さんぴ
ん）が発掘された場所です。つまり、長沙窯遺跡の位置を示しています。赤丸の部分は聞き取
り調査を行った地域で、現在、美術陶芸品を生産している工房が多くある地域です。 
 
P１５ ではこれから、長沙窯全盛期の産品の特徴をご紹介いたします。 
 
P 1６ まず、釉彩美について説明します。同時代の白磁器と青磁器で使用された高品質の粘土
と比べると、長沙窯に使用された粘土は低品質でした。しかし、長沙窯は釉下多彩技術を創出
し、庶民のために、美しい釉彩がある産品を生産していました。 
 
P１７ このように、長沙窯は様々な釉下単彩の産品と釉下多彩の産品を産出していたのです。 
 
P１８ 次に図案の美しさについて説明します。一般的に民芸品生産の利益率は低いので、材料
コストと生産時間を短くするために、抽象的で簡単な図案が多くみられます。長沙窯製品も、
ご覧のように、単純な点図案、縦（たて）じま図案が多いのです。 
 
P1９ 塗りたくった単色のかたまり、不規則な図案が多く見られます。 
 
P２０ 同じ理由から、長沙窯には、ご覧のような、自由で奔放（ほんぽう）な図案のある製品
が多かったのです。 
 
P２１ さらに、多くの長沙窯の製品には美しい田舎（いなか）の風景（ふうけい）を反映す
る図案がみられます。例えば、このように、雁（がん）、水鳥（みずとり）、雀（すずめ）とい
った鳥類（ちょうるい）と水草（みずくさ）、蓮（はす）、葦（あし）といった植物が多くみら
れます。 
 
P２２長沙窯にぼかしがある図案が多くみられる理由の一つは低品質で柔らかい粘土を使って
いるためであるといわれています。 和紙に描かれる伝統的な墨絵（すみえ）のようです。 
 
P２３ これは、民芸品職人として長年同じ作業を繰り返したために、図案が固定（こてい）概
念（がいねん）化象徴化された一例です。例えば、三角形（さんかくけい）は山を象徴し、
波線（はせん）は水を象徴しています。 
 
Ｐ２４ これらの図案は概念化された水、山、曇（くも）、木、草（くさ０）、花、魚を表（あ
らわ）しています。 
 
P２５ 次に、外形の美しさについて説明します。かぼちゃ型（がた）の製品は長沙窯の典型的
（てんけいてき）な形態（けいたい）です。庶民は常食にしているカボチャに親近感を持って
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います。第二は、力学的（りきがくてき）に、かぼちゃの形（かたち）はもっとも強く耐久性
のあるもので、庶民の日常の生活に適したものでした。さらに、このような形は他（た）の繊
細（せんさい）で規則（きそく）的な形より作りやすいといわれています。 
 
P２６ 同じ時代の他の製品、例えば、ご覧のこの青磁器と比べると、長沙窯製品には豊満な
形がよくみられます。その形は強く耐久性（たいきゅうせい）が高いので、庶民の実生活に適
していました。 
 
P２７ 前にも言いましたが、長沙窯に不規則な形が多かったのは成形のための時間と手間（て
ま）を省く（はぶく）ためだったといわれています。加えて、使い手である庶民は繊細（せん
さい）・神経質ではなく、製品の外観より機能性（きのうせい）を重視（じゅうし）したと考
えられます。 
 
 
P２８ 次は、第 2 の研究領域としてとりあげた庶民の感情表現媒体としての長沙窯陶磁器の
詩に関して、その分析結果をご紹介させていただきます。 
 
P２９ 唐代の詩の媒体は、一般的には壁、紙（かみ）、絹（きぬ）、その他まれな媒体として、
植物の葉、扇子、石、屏風（びょうぶ）がありました。長沙窯は、そのいずれでもなく、初め
て磁器に詩が書かれた窯です。 
 
P３０ 唐代の詩はだいたい上流階級の人々が書いていましたが、磁器の詩は、おもに名（な）
もない一般庶民により書かれたものです。 
詩が書かれているということはこれらの磁器が、庶民のための日常品であることの証（あかし）
であることをこれからおって説明していきます。 
 
P３１ まずは、これらの磁器の発掘場所を検証したいとおもいます。主な発掘場所は１９５
０年に発見された長沙窯遺跡です。この遺跡は、龍窯の遺跡、粘土の採集場所の遺跡、積出港
（つみだしこう）と市場（いちば）の遺跡、および生活居住区の遺跡を包括するものです。他
の発掘場所としては中国の安徽（あんき）省と広東省があげられます。さらに、１９９８年、
前述のインドネシアの近くの難破船の中にも少数の詩が書かれた磁器が発見されました。 
 
P３２ 詩が書かれた陶磁器は、今世界中の博物館、研究機関、個人などが保管されています
が、その大半は、長沙市にあります。 
 
P３３ これらの陶磁器は広く庶民の日常生活に使用されていました。水差し（pitcher）、甕
（jar）、枕、碗、皿、受け皿が代表的なものです。 
 
P３４ ご覧のような水差しは唐代にお酒を飲む時に使われていました。この水差しは一見、
大きくて、儀式（ぎしき）・祭礼（さいれい）に使われたように思われがちですが、そうでは
ありません。それらは小さく、携帯しやすく、使いやすく、日常生活に欠くことができないも
のでした。 
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P３５ 庶民の定義（ていぎ）に関し少し説明を加え（くわえ）ます。日本の江戸時代と同様、
唐代も社会階層は士農工商（しのうこうしょう）という４つの階層に分かれていました。本論
文の庶民の概念は、農工商を包括します。 
 
P３６ 庶民は字が読めないのではないかとの指摘（してき）もありますのでここで、当時の
多くの庶民は読み書きができたことを少し説明したいと思います。上の詩は、「わたしたちは
公平な時代に暮らしていて、誰でも科挙（かきょ）試験に参加できます」と言っています。下
の詩は農村地域の子供が、学校が終わって家に戻る状況を叙述（じょじゅつ）しています。つ
まり農村に暮らす人々も町の一般人も多くの人が学校に行っており、教養を持った人が多くい
たことが確認できます。 
 
 
P３７ 次の上の詩は民芸品としての長沙窯製品の販売場面を描いています。下の詩は“倹約
（けんやく）は富（とみ）に通じ（つうじ）、浪費（ろうひ）は貧困（ひんこん）に通じる”
と訳（やく）されます。この水差しに書かれている価格ですが、五文という価格は唐代ではと
ても安いものです。つまり、長沙窯は安価で多くの庶民に使われていたことを示す事例です。 
 
P3８ ご覧の詩は、農民が不作を嘆き（なげき）ながらお酒を飲んでいる場面を描いています。 
つまり、農民の生活そのものなのです。 
 
P３９次に、詩の規則や形式にとらわれないような庶民に受け入れられやすい文化の一面をご
紹介します。唐代の正式な詩は五絶、五律、七絶、七律という４つに分類できます。しかしな
がら、長沙窯磁器の詩はだいたい五絶の形体がとられています。絶は４つの句（く）からなり、
それぞれの句は５つの漢字から成り立っています。 
 
P４０ これらの詩の内容から当時の人々の生活、心情、考え方、を浮き彫り（ぼり）にする
ことはできないものかと思い、KJ 法を使って１２０のサンプルを分類しそれぞれのグループ
の属性を考察（こうさつ）してみることにしました。結果として、詩が書かれた磁器は４グル
ープ、１３のサブグループに分けられました。グループ１は人間関係を、グループ２は自然を、
グループ３は道徳を、グループ４は積極的な生活態度を表現していることがわかりました。 
ここで各グループ代表的な詩をご紹介します。 
P４１ この詩は故郷 家を恋（こい）しがる詩です。 
P４２ この詩は友情の大切さを描いています。 
P４３ この詩は引っ越しのお祝いの様子を描いています。 
P４４ この詩は隣人（りんじん）の友情の大切さを描いています。 
P４５ この詩は男女の愛情を表現しています。 
P４６ この詩は美しい自然のなかで楽しむ喜びを描いています。 
P４７ この詩は日常会話の中に日頃の質素（しっそ１）な生活の大切さを描いています。 
P４８ これは現実（げんじつ）を受け入れる生活態度を持つべきであるといっています。 
P４９ この詩は、シンプルな生活を楽しむ大切さを伝えています。 
P５０ この詩は、女性がひたむきに蓮（はす）を採る場面の美しさを表現しています。 
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P５１ これは、不可解さが人を楽しませた謎の詩です 
P５2 この詩は、男性がよりよい職業（しょくぎょう）に就業（しゅうぎょう）して成功した
い願望（がんぼう）を描写しています。 
 
P５３ 次に、この詩が書かれた長沙窯文化の分析に関する結論をご紹介いたします。まずは、
詩が書かれてある製品は庶民の日常生活につかわれていました。これらの詩は不特定の庶民に
よって作られ、不特定な職人が書き、焼いたものと思われます。庶民は、こんな製品を市場（い
ちば）で買って、生活に使用しました。あるいは、庶民が特定の職人に注文したか、あるいは、
市場（いちば）で買った後で、贈り物にしたと考えられています。例えば、引っ越しのお祝い
に使われたとの記述（きじゅつ）もあります。 
 
P５４ 磁器の詩は、ただ飲食物を入れたり取ったりする機能だけでなく、磁器の機能を拡大
（かくだい）しました。つまり、生活の在り方を教え、人々を楽しませ、話題を提供し、人々
の交流を促進したと考えられます。 
 
P５５ さらに、庶民の質素で幸福な生活を反映しています。具体的に、それぞれのグループ
に属する詩の数を示したこのグラフを見ていただくとわかるように「人の絆」や、「前向きな
生活信条を持つこと」の大切さを訴（うった）えたり、「道徳感、倫理観（りんりかん）を高
める」内容の詩が多いことがわかります。 
 
 
P５６ 次に 3つ目の研究領域である、構造物景観創造に対する陶磁器再利用に関し説明させ
ていただきます。 
 
P５７ ご覧の写真に見られるように、長沙窯地区には、陶磁器製品と生産道具を再利用して
作った景観が多くみられます。再利用された材料・産品は主に近代に入ってから生産された大
型の日用陶器です。たとえば、樽、甕、かわらです。 
 
P５８ 再利用に使われた材料は５つに分類されます。一は、生産の過程に壊れた製品（２９％）、
２は、生活の中で使用され壊れた製品（２８％）、３は、欠陥がある不良品（２０％）、使えな
くなった道具（１２％）使わなくなった製品（１１％）です。 
 
P５９ 陶磁器の廃材（はいざい）は、日々（ひび）の生活のいたるところで地元の住民によ
って再利用されています。たとえば、川の土手、斜面（しゃめん）や道端(みちばた)の補強（ほ
きょう）、道の舗装（ほそう）、家屋（かおく）、塀（へい）の構築などです。ご覧の写真は、
再利用の樽（たる）と匣鉢(はこばち)で斜面（しゃめん）と道端（みちはだ）を補強（ほきょ
う）したものです。 
 
P６０ 地元の住民が、樽（たる）と黒い甕と匣鉢（はこばち）で構築した家屋（かおく）も
一つの事例（じれい）として見られます。 
 
P６１ 次に、この左（ひだり）の写真の家屋の壁は、焼成（しょうせい）中の製品を下から
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支（ささ）えるために使用された正方形（せいほうけい）の耐火板（たいかばん）で作（つく）
られていることを示しています。また、焼成プロセスで形成される円形（えんけい）のしるし
を、様々な耐火板（たいかばん）の表面に見出す（みいだす）ことができます。これは地元の
住民が大型（おおがた）の樽（たる）を再利用して犬小屋（いぬこや）を作ったものです。 
 
P６２ 次は、家の屋根（やね）と柱（はしら）を、瓦（かわら）とパイプを再利用して作っ
た例です。 
 
P６３ この写真は、地域の人々が、個人の居住空間を明確にするために、甕と樽と瓦を再利
用した事例です。これらの壁は、外部の侵入を防ぐのに十分の高さではありません、実際（じ
っさい）分離（ぶんり）する機能（きのう）よりも象徴的な意味をもっていると考えられます。
これらの自然な塀（へい）の造形（ぞうけい）には、親密な人間関係が反映されているように
も感じ取ることができます。 
 
P６４ ここでは、職人の工房の入口の横の壁が再利用の陶磁器の破片（はへん）や製品が飾
（かざ）られている様子が見られます。再利用の破片は、古代の長沙窯遺跡または湘江の川岸
（かわぎし）で採掘（さいくつ）されたものです。この川岸（かわぎし）は、陶磁器生産の長
い歴史をへて放棄された製品の厚い層で覆われているのです。  
 
P6５ これらの写真のように、破損した樽や陶器で作られたパイプを装飾（そうしょく）用植
物の栽培（さいばい）のために再利用しています。 
 
P６６これは、破損した製品または時代遅れの樽や陶器で作られたパイプを野菜を栽培（さい
ばい）するために再利用している事例です。この樽は移動可能ですし、収納（しゅうのう）空
間（くうかん）が限られていても効率的に使用できます。これらの事例は地元住民が自分たち
のための健康な野菜を育（そだ）てることの喜び（おろこび）と充足感（じゅうぞくかん）を
感じ取れる長沙地域の景観・生活様式を表しています。 
 
Ｐ６７ 次の事例は、この写真のように、樽を再利用して、農業の肥料としての糞尿を保管す
るのに使用されているものです。運搬（うんぱん）にも使いました。たしかに、有機肥料は化
学肥料より環境に優（やさ）しいし、人の体（からだ）にもよいと思われます。すでに都市化
した地域での副業としての農作業は地域住民にとって、困難な作業です。しかしながら、地域
住民がこのような樽の再利用によって健康（けんこう）と環境に優しい有機農業の楽しさを体
験できることは素晴らしいことです。 
 
P６８ ご覧のように、地元住民の故郷への誇りと愛着が聞き取り調査から色濃く（いろこく）
読み取れます。ボックス１では、この住民は、長沙窯の製品には長い歴史があり、多様な色が
使われていて、素晴らしいと思っていること。また、それらが再利用された屋根の瓦（かわら）
に誇りを示しています。ボックス２は様々な地域で暮らしたり、旅行に行ったことがあるこの
職人は地元の再利用の陶磁材料で構築された構造物景観創造に誇りを示しています。ボック
ス３は、この住民はかつての長沙窯の産品の美しさを認識し、破片（はへん）で作った道に誇
りを持っていることを顕著（けんちょ）に示しています。 
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P６９ この写真は、地域のみんなが共同で作った樽（たる）の土手（どて）を示しています。
陶磁器再利用の共同作業を通（つう）じてコミュニティの絆（きずな）を深（ふか）めた一つ
の事例です。 
 
P７０ この写真は、１９１０年代に大量に生産された瓦（かわら）と１９７０年代の耐火煉
瓦（ 
たいかれんが）と１９８０年代の樽と１９９０年代の甕が再利用され、それぞれがこの地域に
しっかりと根付いていて地域の歴史を感じ取ることができます。 
 
P７１ 現在みられる陶磁材料の再利用で建（た）てられた構造物と景観は主に数十年前に作
った古いものです。近代化と生活水準の改善とともに、地元の住民は徐々に新しい現代的な建
物・景観を作りそれに慣れてしまっています。残念ながら、これらの新しい建物・景観に地域
のアイデンティティーを感じることはありません。 
 
P７２ 現在、長沙地域も同様にこれらの課題に直面しています。しかしながら、まだ明るい兆
し（きざし）がみられます。ご覧の写真は、陶磁器の破片で作られた美しい壁と道です。ここ
で、使用されている破片は飾り物として使われていた陶器です。それは、住民が陶磁材料の再
利用で築かれた構造物と景観の美しさを認識し、居住（きょじゅう）環境（かんきょう）の改
善に内発的に努力していることを示しています。 
 
P７３ 6 月の予備審査のときに、柘植（つげ）先生に、常滑へ行くことを勧められました。
前のスライドで述べた「景観への美意識」と「内発的な努力」を確認するために、常滑だけで
なく、瀬戸にも行ってきました。その調査内容を少しご紹介させていただきたいと思います。 
 
P７４ これらの図のように、瀬戸では、住民は主にすてされる運命（うんめい）にあったの
ぼり窯で使われた道具（どうぐ）を再利用し、構造物や景観を作ってきました。廃材（はいざ
い）といってもほとんどがその形を留（とど）めた物で、より整然（せいぜん）とそれらを使
用できたわけです。 
 
P７５常滑では、主に使われなくなった、かめ、たる、土管などの陶器製品を構造物と景観を
作るのに使っています。ご覧の図は構造物と景観のデザイン分析の事例（じれい）です。以上
から読み取れたことは、地域の人々が景観に対する強い意識と、内発的な努力をしてきた結果
が現在の景観創造の原動力（げんどうりょく）になったのだろうということです。 
ただし、これらを紹介した目的は、長沙窯地区が瀬戸や常滑を模造するべきことではありませ
ん。各地には、様々な特徴があるし、風土（ふうど）も違うし、各地の特徴を作って行くべき
です。そうは言うものの、とても参考になりました。 
ｐ７６ では、陶器の景観・構造物への再利用に関する結論を述べさせていただきます。第一
は、陶磁器材料が再利用に適している原因ですが、当然のことですが、紙や木や竹（たけ）や
藁や織物という他の工芸品の材料と比べると、陶磁器材料は硬度（きょうど）、耐（たい）摩
耗性（まもうせい），耐腐食性（たいふしょくせい）があります。次は、他の小型（こがた）
で脆弱な（ぜいじゃくな）高級な磁器製品より、民芸品としての長沙窯陶磁器（とうじき）は
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強度（きょうど）があり、大きくて、再利用性が高いことがあげられます。 
 
Ｐ７７ 第 2の結論は、陶磁器再利用の社会的価値の結果からこのように導きだし（みちびき
だし）たいと思います。陶磁器の再利用をしている人々は１。無駄のない生活信条が根付いて
いるように思える。２は陶磁器再利用を通して幸福で充実した生活をしている姿が浮き彫り
（うきぼり）となった。３は共通の価値観を共有していることが明（あき）らかとなった。４
は伝統と歴史を保存することの大切さを強く認識していることが判明した。以上４点です。 
 
P７８ 結論３は、陶磁器材料の再利用で構造物と景観創造の保全・継承を着実（ちゃくじつ）
に実行するためには、以下の 2つに留意（りゅうい）して行う（おこなう）べきであると思い
ます。１つ目は、地元の住民が構造物景観創造の独自性（どくじせい）を認識すること。２
つ目は、地元の住民たちが環境改善するために内発的な努力をすること。これらは長沙地域の
調査を通（とお）してだけではなく常滑・瀬戸の調査でも強く認識できました。 
 
P７９ それでは、最後になりましたが、本研究の結論を総括（そうかつ）的にまとめさせて
いただきます。 
 
P８０ 結論を図に表(あらわ)してみると、この研究の全体的な 5（いつ）つの研究領域、お
よび結論の構造図はご覧のようになっています。つまり、５つの研究領域から、民芸としての
長沙窯の審美価値と社会的な価値を考察（こうさつ）しました。 
 
ｐ８１ 研究領域１では、全盛期の長沙窯の特徴を検証しましたが、長沙窯磁器の釉彩美、図
案美、外形美という３つの美しさを発見・再認識しました。民芸品生産の特徴は低利益率（て
いりえきりつ）、低品質の粘土、庶民の多様な嗜好・用途目的を満たすこと、繊細ではなく少
し荒（あら）っぽい生活習慣に適すること、という４つの特徴があります。 
 
繰り返し（くりかえし）になりますが、長沙窯の製品に共通している特性、つまり、低利益率
（ていりえきりつ）操業（そうぎょう）であることは、簡単で抽象な図案、定型化（ていけい
か）する図案を採用したり、かぼちゃ型の製品を生産する一つの原因となり、低品質の粘土は
釉下多彩の図案、ぼかしの図案が一般化した理由の一つであり、庶民の多様な嗜好・用途目的
を満たすことは地域らしい生活環境での使用が多くなったことや、かぼちゃ型の製品が多くな
った原因であり、日常生活に適するということは頑強（がんきょう）なかぼちゃ型のような豊
満な形の製品が多かった原因の一つと考えられます。 
 
P８２ （blank）これらの民芸品としての属性（ぞくせい）は、研究領域 2と 3の社会的価値
の研究の結論にも深く影響を及（およ）ぼしています。  
（animation）研究領域２では、庶民のための日用品の作り方使い方、より広く、より充実（じ
ゅうじつ）した磁器の機能とは何か、使い手である庶民の感情表現（かんじょうひょうげん）
を長沙窯の製品に書かれた詩の分析通して検証（けんしょう）してきました。 
 
(animation)研究領域３では陶器が再利用されることの意味、その要因、持続可能（じぞくか
のう）なコミュニティの形成（けいせい）の促進（そくしん）、地域文化の独特（どくとく）
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さを認識し、その文化の内発的な発展・継承の大切さを結論として導き出し（みちびきだし）
ました。 
 
(animation)以上を要約（ようやく）すると、長沙窯陶磁器は、民芸品として、持続可能なコ
ミュニティづくりを促進する役割社会的な価値を内包しており、今後の当該（とうがい）地
域の振興にこの特質（とくしつ）を生（い）かしつつ、内包された社会的価値要因を反映して
いくべきであると強く認識した次第（しだい）です。以上が本研究の結論です。 
 
P８３ 最後に本論文の内容とは少し離（はな）れますが、将来わたしがこの研究をどのよう
に生（い）かしていきたいかをお話しさせていただきたいと思います。私は、将来、地域文化
が理解できるプロダクトデザイナーとして、地元の職人（しょくにん）と協力し、本来、長沙
窯製品のあるべき姿が反映される製品を開発したいと思います。例えば、釉下多彩産品を開発
すること。長沙窯に関（かか）わる国家（こっか）プロジェクトへの参与（さんよ）も考えて
います。この過程（かてい）の中で、民芸品としての本来の長沙窯の特質、社会的価値は関係
者に強く強調されるべきです。例えば、釉下多彩産品を開発する過程で生まれた不良品などを
再利用し、地元の建物（たてもの）や景観を創造（そうぞう）すること。さらに、長期的な目
標としては、柳宗悦（やなぎ そうえつ）のように、中国で民芸運動をおこし、中国の人々に
民芸の素晴らしい価値を知ってもらうことに尽力（じんりょく）できればうれしいと思ってい
ます。 
 
P８４ 以上で私の発表を終わらせていただきます。ご清聴ありがとうございました。  
 
 
 
 
 
